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Vintage Automobiles!
ur first view this issue by an
unknown photographer was
submitted by CMs Zombory
in Illinois, who purchased it a few
years ago as part of a lot of about
100 slides. CMs says, "I was after
shots of '50s cars and got several
nice ones. Lots more of '60s scenes,
though."
The slide is mounted in some
sort of handmade or poorly-produced commercially-made thin
cardboard mask, and the film chips

0

appear to be Kodachrome. The
mask is labeled with the number
"1024", and the caption "1950's
stores - car close in f.g.", but that
unfortunately leaves the actual
location as somewhat of a mystery!
There are plenty of signs to read in
the background, but I haven't been
able to spot anything there that
would identify exactly where this
shot was taken. I did notice that
the gift shop lists "Seashells" on its
sign in its window, which leads me
to believe this may be a tourist
stop in some coastal town. Wher-
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ever it was shot, this is certainly a
nice close view of some classic '50s
cars. Thanks for sharing, Chris!
Our second view (by a different
photographer) shows another wonderful automobile which appears
to belong to Johnny, the smiling
Shell station attendant proudly
leaning against it. (His name and
the Shell logo are stitched onto his
shop uniform, but may not be visible as reproduced here.) On the
other hand, perhaps Johnny does
not own the car, but is ready to
take it to the station for an oil
change or some other maintenance or repairs. (Imagine a service
station that actually offered
service!)
In an older-style (gray with red
edges) Kodachrome cardboard
mount, this slide is unlabeled.
Other slides from this same photographer show dates from 1952
into the later '50s though, and
most of his slides were apparently
shot near where he lived and
worked, in a suburb of Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. mm
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Front Cover:
Three of the 54 stone towers of the Bayon, a late 12th century temple at Angkor
Wat, subject of. Robert Bloomberg's Stereo Theater show "The Lost temples of
Angkor". The presentation won the Paul Wing Award at the 2002 NSA convention
in Riverside, California.

Back Cover:
"ENTREE DU CHATEAU DE RUNKEL SUR LE LAHN" (Entry of Castle Runkel on the Lahn) is
from the series "Views of the Rhine and its Vicinity" by William England. This is just
one of several gems to be found in the feature "William England's 7 867 Rhine
lourney" by Hartmut Wettmann.
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Keystone Returns to Meadville
The Johnson-Shaw Stereoscopic
Museum will be a lasting tribute
and home for the industry of stereography, with the primary focus
on the collection of the Keystone
View Company. The museum will
display elements of the manufacturing process, the history, and the
artistry of stereography. It will
eventually include a research
library, and play a marked role in
providing new and previously
undiscovered information to stereography enthusiasts and
researchers. While visiting the museum,
groups and individuals will enjoy a vast
collection of stereoviews, stereoscopic
equipment and
merits in a hands-on
environment.
More on both the
and its
lection will appear in
upcoming issues of
Stereo World, including stereos of
the
and details
the fascinating family history and fortuitous preservation story behind it.
October through February, the
museum is open Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday loam-4pm, Satur-

I

t's certainly not often that we are
able to announce the opening of
a new stereo photography museum, but that's exactly what happened October 13 when the long
awaited Johnson-Shaw Stereoscopic Museum opened in Meadville,
PA exhibiting images and artifacts
of the Keystone View company in
the firm's home town.
Announced to NSA members at
the 2001 convention in Buffalo,
the museum has been a family
project of brothers Lance and Eric
Johnson for several
years. Members of a
family going back three
generations at Keystone, the museum collection consists of
material passed down
to them, their own collecting efforts, and a
huge donation of Keystone files and equipment that had once
been destined for a landfill.
The 1856 building housing the
museum was originally built to
house offices of the Huidekoper's
Holland Land Company, responsible for the disposal of hundreds of
thousands of acres of land used as
repayment of loans from Dutch
merchants during the American
Revolution. From 1929 to the late
1990s it functioned as a church,
and sale of the remaining pews
helped cover some of the operating costs of the museum. Endowed
with a Historical Society plaque,
the building is quite adequate in
space and very appropriate in its
longtime connection with local
Meadville history.

''-
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day loam-2pm, and is closed Sunday, Monday and Tuesday. Adult
admission is $5.00 with students
and seniors $3.00 and Children
under six free.
The Johnson-Shaw Stereoscopic
Museum is located at 423 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, Pa. 16335,
www.iohnsonshawmuseum.org. The
museum website includes more
background information, press
coverage of the institution, and a
gallery of samples from the large
collection of Keystone views. One
timely subject included in the
gallery is a group of eight views of
Iraq at: www.iohnsonshawmuseum
.org/iraqgallery.htm.r'rr'r
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Explore the World
o f 3-13 Imaging, Past & Present, in

I

f you have comments or questions for the
editor concerning any stereo-related matter
appearing (or missing) in the pages of Stereo
World, please write to john Dennis, Stereo
World Editorial Office, 5610 SE 71st Ave.,
Portland, OR 97206.

The recently opened johnson-Shaw
Stereoscopic Museum in Keystone
View Company's home t o w n of
Meadville, PA.

NATIONAL

year from:

P.0. BOX 86708
Portland
OR 97286

Andre De Toth

H

ozrse of W a x director Andre De
Toth died of an aneurysm
,October 27th at his home in
Burbank, CA. De Toth was born in
Hungary, where he studied law,
acting, photography, sculpture and
painting under the imposing name
Sasvrai Farkasfalvi Tothfalusi Toth
Endre Anral Mihaly.
After making five films in
Europe in the late '30s, he escaped
world War I1 by going to England
in 1939. He moved to Hollywood
in 1942 where his first film was
Passport to Suez (1943). In 1952,
Jack Warner picked him (despite
the fact that he had lost an eye as
a child) to direct the 3-D classic
Andre De Toth in 1990 at a 3-0 film festival sponsored by Chris Condon (center) of Stereovision International. Also listening to him relate stories about filming House of Wax are
Horrse of Wax.
the film's star Vincent Price and the NSA's Susan Pinsky. Stereo by David Starkman.
The film that inspired the Holly..................................................................................................................................................................
wood 3-D boom of the 1950s,
Green, and is reported to have had
race to lead the 3-D bandwagon,
Rwana Devil, had been showing in
19 children.
House of W a x filming was completLos Angeles for just two days when
For much more about De Toth's
ed in 28 days and the film was
its box office success prompted
life and work (and Horrse of Wax),
being screened 90 days after WarnWarner to license the Natural
see Lawrence Kaufman's feature
er ordered it made. With a producVision process for Horrse of Wax.
"My Visits With Andre" in Stereo
tion cost of only $628,000, Hozrse
The February 23, 1953 issue of the
World Vol. 27 No. 4, page 20.
exhibitor
of W a x ended
trade publicaup as the
-john Dennis 98
tion Film Rrrlseventh top
letin predicted,
House of Wax would
money-mak
ing film of
"While the
come to be one of the
1953.
novelty of
Rwana Devil
most widely recognized Hozae of W a x
Corrections:
captured the
and respected of all the to be one
come
of
public's imagiOur apologies t o " a l l L.
7950s 3- D films, with
the most
nation, and
whose name was miss~elledin the
Donors list in Vol. 28 NO. 6.
will
showings in 3-D
widely recogcontinue to
nized and
In the piece on the Missouri State
roll UD fantasretrosrpectives and
respected of
Fair View-Master reels (Vol. 28 No. 6
festivils long after
all t h e 1950s
tic grosses for
page 25), the third paragraph refers
t o "the" Missouri as if w e were talking
months to
3-D films,
about the river instead of the statecome, the
most of the others
with showw e don't know what late-night digital
ings in 3-D
Warner film
had been forgotten.
demon inserted that extra word.
retrospectives
promises to
Incidentally, the Missouri State Fair
have even
and festivals
View-Master packet is listed as item
long after
greater
VBP-1290 at $1 2.95 from
most of the others had been forimpact." Released on April 25,
www.3Dstereo.com, 3Dstereo.com,
gotten. De Toth went on to
1953, Hozrse of W a x proved indeed
Inc., 1930 Village Center Circle
become a master of gritty westerns
to be a box office smash. The four#3-333, Las Vegas, N V 891 34.
and
"the
bleakest
and
hardest"
track "Warnerphonic" stereo sound
style in film noir of any Hollyadded to a sensational storyline,
wood director. He was married
which was a remake of The Mystery
seven times, first to Veronica Lake
of the W a x Mrrseum, originally
(1944-1952) and last to Ann
released by Warners in 1933. In a
D C ~
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William England's
Rhine Journey
by Hartmut Wettmann

Heinrich Heine,
omanticism
about the
who cawed an
William England's rustic logo printed on the left side of cards in the series.
uproar with
I k \ ~ h i n ewas in
"".................................................................................................................................
their poems, songs and
full swing in the sumlegends. Lord Byron was
mer of 1867 when William Eng19th century with the poets
also in the region in 1816 and his
land journeyed along the river.
Friedrich von Schlegel, Achim von
poem "Childe Harold", a hymn to
This movement began in the early
Arnim, Clemens Brentano and
the landscape and history of the
..........................................................................................................................................................
Rhine, gave rise to a tremendous
No. 1 7 , "LE PONT DES BATEAUX A COLOGNE" (The Bridge of Boats in Cologne) from
enthusiasm for the river and it's
"Views of the Rhine and its Vicinity" by William England. All views from the author's

R

collection.

4
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No. 3, "ABSIDE DE LA CATHEDRALE DE COLOGNE" (Apse of the Cathederal of Cologne)
from "Views of the Rhine and its Vicinity" by William England.

..........................................................................................................................................................
vicinity in England. A year later
William Turner's romantic paintings of the Rhine appeared as did
the photo series "Les bords du
Rhin" by Blanquart-Evrard (Lille)
in 1853. Freiligrath's fiery poem
calling out for the renovation of
Roland's Arch, which had collapsed during a storm, was published in 1839; the crown prince
and later King Friedrich Wilhelm
IV of Prussia rebuilt Castle Stolzenfels according to plans made by
Schinkel in the 1830s and 1840s.
Rhine romanticism not only gave
.
l
.
.
.

....................

:.,*,.,-.-.---T,".m.,"*P-mm*----

rise to a stream of tourism. Photo
series of the Rhine also became
very popular. The newly formed
"Koln-Diisseldorfer Steam Ship
Co." caused by a merger of the
shipping companies in Cologne
and Diisseldorf carried around a
million passengers a year-half of
whom were English.
William England, born in London in 1830, worked for a
daguerreotype studio in his early
years (1840 to 1845). In 1854 he

joined the London Stereoscopic
Co. and finally rose to be their
chief photographer. He traveled
widely; USA in 1859, Paris in 1861,
Switzerland, Tirol and Italy from
1863 to 1865 and returned with a
series of magnificent photographs
which were highly praised.
The magazine of the German
Photographic Society, Photoyraphische Mittheillmngen, carried the following article in 1867: "Mr. England is an artist, who has won
great fame with his photographs of
Switzerland. Many photographers

..........................................................................................................................................................
No. 47, "MAISON RUSTIQUE A BACHARACH" (Rustic House in Bacharach) from "Views
land.
of the Rhine and its
- ...
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No. 63, "LE CHATEAU DEBERNBURG PRES DE KREUZNACK" (The Castle Debernburg Close
believed that Mr. Braun of Dorto Kreuznach) from "Views of the Rhine and its Vicinity" by William England.
nach had exhausted all aspects of
..........................................................................................................................................................
Switzerland with his pictures and
conditions of light and of course
fortable and cheaper modes of
there comes Mr. England from
handled
the
negatives
so
superbly
transport;
ships and trains were
over the seas and proves the oppothat
the
photographs
capture
a
cerfaster
and
punctual as well. Steam
site. Mr. Braun's far larger pictures
tain mood and sense of time,
ships that sailed from London to
have found a rival, something no
which is often missing in other
Mayence were quite luxurious and
one would have dared to believe.
series
of
Swiss
pictures.
This
is
the
the
social life on board was also far
Where does the beauty of these
secret
of
his
success."
better
than on land. After 1863, a
pictures lie? Certainly not in their
Traveling along the Rhine in
railroad existed from Rotterdam to
size-it is their artistic quality. This
1867 was already quite comfortConstance and travelers could
is their advantage over all other
able.
The
traditional
coach
was
chose
trains on either side of the
photographs of Switzerland. He
hard
and
uncomfortable,
and
the
river.
There
were also railroad conhas chosen the perfect place to
roads
often
in
bad
condition.
Travnections
along
most of the bigger
photograph these magnificent
elers
preferred
the
far
more
comtributaries.The
railroad
along the
landscapes, waited for the best
Lahn was completed in 1862, the
......................................................................................................................................................... Nahe railroad in 1860. Although
No. 50, "VUE DU CHATEAU DE RHEINSTEIN" (Vrew of Castle of Rhernstern) from "Views
of the Rhrne and rts Vrcmrty" by Will~amEngland.

( r C m -
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No. 79, "ENTREE DU CHATEAU DE RUNKEL SUR LE LAHN" (Entry of Castle Runkel on the
Lahn) from "Views of the Rhine and its Vicinity" by William England.

He further developed Russel's
.......................................................................................................................................................... Tannin procedure, which will present "better results than other dry
William England commented in
there was no railroad along the
plate procedures". In 1867 his arti1862 about "present day photograMoselle, steam ships plied regularcle "Modification of the Collodionphy": "One requires a lot of
ly after 1841.
Albumin technique" appeared in
patience, one is often unsuccessDuring this period the photograthe Photo~qrapl?ischerArcliiv where
ful-bad light, absence of the sun
pher carried an enormous amount
he describes a simplification of the
at the very moment when the
of equipment. Apart from the
same procedure "with very good
plate is most sensitive, difficulties
black wooden box which weighed
results". Even here he is very
caused by changes in the silver
around 10 Kg, there was a lens, a
emphatic about the dry plate
bath. All this is rather unpleasant,
portable dark room, a crate that
method: "there is hardly any other
and will remain so until we perfect
could be used as a table and
criterium of greater interest for the
the dry plate procedure. Where
dozens of bottles with various
photographer than the dry plate
exposure times are not so imporchemicals. In addition to this,
technique, which will relieve him
tant, these problems do not exist."
there was a battery of glass plates,
basins, glasses, distilled water,
..........................................................................................................................................................
hooks and stands.
No. 28, "VUE DU RHlN ET DU STOLZENFELS" (View of the Rhine and of Stolzenfels) from
"Views of the Rhine and its Vicinity" by William England.

.,
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of the necessity of carrying all the
equipment that the wet plate procedire requires. In ~ h a m o n i x - I
remember hearing of Bisson's enormous preparations for climbing
Mont Blanc; a battery of porters
and guides, all laden like camels
and of the nights that they would
have to spend in the snow. If Bisson had had dry plates, it would
have saved him a lot of worry and
money as well". In the same article
he wrote that he "would visit the
Continent shortly; should this procedure be successful-which I do

No. 76, "VUE DE LIMBURG SUR LE LAHN" (View of Limburg on the Lahn) from "Views of
the Rhine and its Vicinity" by William England.

..........................................................................................................................................................

not doubt-then I will write about
it in greater detail later".
Most probably he used a camera
with a special shutter which he
developed himself in 1862. For
street scenes and monuments, I
use an achromatic double lens
with a large aperture. Sometimes I
have the aperture in front of the
lens, sometimes behind it, now I
use it quite close to the plate and
find that this position gives me the
best results."

No. 17, "EHRENBREITSTEIN VU DE COBLENZ" (Ehrenbreitstein View of Coblenz) from
"Views of the Rhine and its Vicinity" by William England.

I
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In May 1868 the German Photographic Society exhibited a "Collection of Rhine photographs" by
Mr. England, which he had published a year earlier.
The chairman exhibits a collection of
photographs by Mr. England; Mr. Moser,
sen. has loaned them to the society.
These are the first large series of dry
plate photographs, which are available.
The quality of the photographs is almost
as good as those taken with a wet plate.
However the pictures are blurred at the
edges, which leads us to assume that Mr.
England used larger apertures because
the plates are not that sensitive.

No. 13, "LES RUlNES DU CHATEAU DE CODESBERC" (The Ruins of Castle Codesberg).
from "Views of the Rhine and its Vicinity'' by William England.

..........................................................................................................................................................
The speaker is of the opinion, that
although these photographs have their
merits, one cannot say that the dry plate
technique is superior to the wet plate
procedure. It should also be pointed out
that certain popular regions like the
"Siebengebirge" are not included in the
series. Mr. England was indeed in these
areas, and it appears that these dry
plates failed him at the crucial time.

Most probably the series 'Stereoscope Photographs' entitled "The
Rhine and it's vicinity" was taken
during this journey. The series
comprises 80 stereo photographs
of the Rhine from Cologne to

Mayence, and of the Lahn and the
Nahe. Priority is given to the big
cities. There are 11 photographs of
Cologne, Coblenz and the surrounding areas, 7 pictures of Wiesbaden, then a famous spa.
However it is the Lahn which is
well presented-there are 16 pictures. Photographs of the Moselle
are lacking completely. There are
only two pictures of Mayence, and
four of the lower Nahe. This series
also seems to be incomplete.

1

Whether this is due to the unreliability of the dry plate procedure,
to the iack of transport or perhaps
other causes, is hard to tell. There
certainly could be a connection
with the fact that there were no
trains along the Moselle. An interesting fact though is that a lot of
the pictures portray people, which
was quite unusual at this period
due to long exposure times. However they seem to be the same people, perhaps the photographer and
his wife.
(Contintred on page 13)

No. 39, "LA TOUR DU CHAT A ST COARSHAUSEN" (The Tower of the Cat at St.
Goarshausen) from "Views of the Rhine and its Vicinity" by William England.
-

-

-
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Tony Alderson

A

t 48 years of age, Tony Alderson, stereographer, cartoonist,
and ukelele player has passed
away. Succumbing to liver and kidney failure in North Hollywood,
California at 10:30 pm on Tuesday
night, October 22, Tony went to

the great 3-D drawing table in the
sky.
Hired by Susan Pinsky in 1982
to work at 3D Cosmic Publications,
a division of 3D Video Corporation, Tony converted Jack Kirby's
art to 3-D for the "3D Cosmic"

mgcmb
2 STEP

Tony's inaugural cover as president, August, 1 983 SCSC 3D
News. Several more of his stereo drawings appeared in Tony's
4 page Stereo World article "Everyone's Guide to Freevision",
Vol. 15 No. 5, page 72.

..................................................................................................................
10
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book Bottle for a Three Dimensional
World. He also created numerous
stereo conversions, including one
for a Friday the 13th Part 3 poster
in 3-D that has since become
highly collectible.
Tony is the artist responsible for
the NSA 2002 Convention logo.
He also created the logo in 1986,
the last time the convention was
1
held in Riverside, California.
@ The new logo was a graceful
computer-generated montage
combining the classic Holmes
stereoscope, Sir Charles Wheatstone, and a Keystone motif with
some California oranges and blossoms. The 1986 logo, with deft
line art rendered into 3-Dl combined the Keystone motif and a
stereoscope which held an actual
stereo pair showing palm trees
against a sunset, symbols of Southern California.
At 3D Video Corporation, Tony
produced the stereo conversions
for the laws 3-D gum trading cards
published by Topps. He wrote an
interesting "3-D bible" for the
artists at Topps and it contains
some clear observations about
stereoscopic fundamentals for neophytes. "In the 3-D conversion
process," Tony wrote, "I take the
drawing you supply me as the left
image. I then simulate the right
image by cutting apart copies of
the drawing and reassembling
them with the proper displacements to create retinal disparities
when viewed." Tony always wrote
about stereography with great clarity.
After leaving 3D Video Corporation in 1983, Tony began working
in motion pictures creating special
effects for films like Metalstom 3-0
for which he did stereoscopic rotoscoping. At the same time he
served as President of the Stereo
Club of Southern California (SCSC)
from 1983 to 1984 and its Program
Director in 1985-86.
Tony's monthly covers for SCSC's
3-0 News during his term as Presi-

dent were witty stereo-delights. His
inaugural page was a side-by-side
3-panel "freevision" stereographic
cartoon showing him blasted out
of a cannon straight at the reader.
For his final cover Tony produced
the very first anaglyph issue of 30
News. It featured a self-caricature
and a visual joke about the
"stereo" window.
Over the years Tony produced
stereo conversions for such 3-D
comic books as Sheena 3-0, Spirit
Classics in 3-0, The Rocketeer, Spacehawk 3-0, Dracula
3-0 and 3-Dementia Comics
which reprinted one of Tony's
great humorous inventions from
1985.
"Noble crusade or cynical
scam?" queried Tony who depicted
himself as a hapless cartoonist fleeing a demonic cyclopean business
man whose pockets overflow with
cash. The comic was 30 Zornoid
nlmtories, the world's first to be
published "in the miracle of FREE
VISION."The narrow, vertical sideby-side cartoon panels related "The
Nightmare of 3-D Jonestown" and
was a thinly veiled and very
humorous expose of the rise and
fall of the 3D Video
Corporation.
During his twenty-year career as
a stereographer, Tony used NASA
satellite telemetry to produce computer-generated anaglyph "flythrough" movies of Yosemite and
Venus for a 3-D CD-ROM project.
He also created numerous grayscale depth-map stereo conversions
for two different series of Star Wars
lenticular 3-D trading cards. Tony
wrote numerous articles on stereography for magazines such as
Stereoscopy, published by the International Stereoscopic Union, the
March 1993 issue of which
includes his essay "An Introduction to 3-D Computing."
Tony worked on many film and
TV projects with his business partner Frank Isaacs at the A1 (Alderson-Isaacs) Effects company which

A wt,imsicaI stem &+orb&

by Tony AMnron kw br,
1986.

........................L4....Convention
......................logo
........by
........
they co-founded together in 1994.
They both recently won Emmy
awards for their special effects on
Dune, which premiered on the SciFi cable channel in December
2001.
Though he has diverse stereographic accomplishments, I always
thought of Tony Alderson as a
stereo caricaturist, poking devastating humor at himself and the
highly competitive world of 3-D
business. As a kind of prescient
finale to his stereographic work,
Tony presented a slide program
which was a career overview titled

"Make Those Lenses Swing" at the
NSA 2002 Convention.
A Memoriam for Tony was held

on October 26 at "Chez 3-D," the
home of Reel 3-D's Susan Pinsky
and David Starkman in Culver
City, California.
-Ray Zone
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ome of the most effective
anaglyphic images ever aeated
have been phantograms, 3-D
drawings or photos designed to be
viewed from an angle (usually
about 457. Some, like the large aeations of Boris Starosta, are intended to be seen from a standinn wsition with the image laying 0;-the
floor in front of you (see
www.s--.
Smaller, page
size phantograms are designed for
viewing as they lay on a table.
Regardless of size, the effect of
these precisely distorted images
when viewed with anaglyphic
glasses is to present an image that
seems to stand on the page,
matching the perspective of an
actual object seen from the same
angle.
Phantograms (also known as
stereoscopic anamorphics or as free
standing anaglyphs) abandon any
pretense of a stereo window, creating a "real image" on and above
the plane of the paper. One of the
most fun is "Immaterial ChessGame" by German 3D-artist Achim
Bahr,.showing a chess board on
the table in front of you with

II

pieces just asking to
be picked up and
moved. An excep
tional series, also by
Bahr, was published
in 1989 by the German Federal Postal
S e ~ c e in
s the form
of large "Telegram"
cards. One reveals a
plate with cake next
I
"Locomotive", a FramoCramwby JohnAdlersparre.
to a cup of coffee
02002 Magic Mosaics Ltd.
and shinny silverware.
......................................................................................................
Above the cake hovers a
Unlike most similar free standbee, daring anyone to catch it.
ing anaglyphs, FramoGram images
The concept has now been comrise not from a blank page, but
mercialized by a Canadian compafrom a surface printed in a color or
ny using 3-D modeling software to
pattern appropriate to the object
produce FramoGramsm,color
standing on it. A little ghosting is
anaglyphs printed in very high resdetectable, but the background cololution on 8x10 inch sheets for
ors and patterns help minimize it.
viewing at an angle. The eight difAll the colors used are well conferent images shown on the comtrolled to avoid rivalry.
pany website include a variety of
The company, Magic Mosaics
familiar things like the train
Ltd., will produce custom Framoshown here, a motorcycle, a rock
Grams for presentations, promoband, a grasshopper, a car, etc.
tions, advertising or any other
Whatever the images might lack in
requirement. The potential for
excitement, their detail is impresthings
like fast food joint place
sive, with great attention to shiny
mats, greeting cards, notebook
surfaces and textures.
covers, gift wrap, etc. is intriguing.
The 8 x 10 inch FramoGrams
(including anaglyphic glasses) are
$15 each plus $5 shipping and can
be ordered at

Cygnus Closing
ygnus Graphic, the Phoenix
mail order firm specializing in
3-D related books, posters, viewers
and miscellaneous hardware will
sell its remaining stock and cease
business by around the end of
2002. Owner Duncan Woods said
he needs to devote his time to
translating, mapping projects, and
teaching, but will continue his
involvement with 3-D on a hobby
basis.
Starting in 1990, Cygnus Graphic grew into a significant retailer of
modem published material illustrated in or discussing just about
every stereographic technique,

C
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with an annual cablog that had
reached pages 2000.
many of the items included can
now be found on the web sites of
other refailen, none offer the tornucopian variety of 3-D publications and images that Cygnus feat u r d in a single catalog.
A final mailing to previous customers will list the remaining
books (many now out of print and
in limited supply) and the discounted prices. To get a copy of
the close~outprodtkt list, contact
Cygnus Graphic, PO Box 32461,
Phoenix AZ 85064-2461, (602) 2797658.

www.mani

.

'cs.comlframogramL

Magic M o ~ ~ ~bec contacted
a n
at
101-4448 Houlihan Ct., Victoria
BC V8N 6C6, Canada.
To create your own free standing
amglyphic drm.ngs
a computer!), or to simply understand better how
they work, s~~~~~~~~~~~
Drawing by
Arthur Girling includes a section fiee
standing anaglyphs, and is available from
Reel 3-0enlqrises or the NSA Book service, www.stereoviAu.or9.
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.
.
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.V.

il&nna?kn. (w don't knowemything)
sand~tbnorqucs~onsto~aid
torkmon, W l c w s Editor, RO. Box 2368,

Inside is Out
Miller's
30 MagDall alia
azine published one of its
too rare issues in July (Vol.
Inside

I

-1

3 No.3) in time for the NSA
Convention in Riverside. This
one is packed with some interesting articles including "3-DT's The Rise of the 3-D Comic
1
Book" by Ray Zone, "Tru-Vue
Commercial Filmstrips" by
Stephen R. Langenthal, an article on coin operated arcade
viewers by John Bradley, and a
check listlprice guide to 3-D
1
Comics by Lawrence Kaufman.
But easily the most fascinating
article is Andrew miller's "KILLER
SAND Behind the Scenes of the
Conqueror". An unidentified crew
member helping shoot the infamous Howard HughesIRKO film
The Conqueror documented the
project with a Stereo camera, and
four of the pairs are reproduced in
the black & white article. Location

-

I

on their own, but its additional
reputation as "the movie of death"
makes them even more special.
The 1954 film was shot in Snow
Canyon near St. George, Utah,
directly downwind of a Yucca Flat
Nuclear test blast just one year earlier. The high canyon walls may
have concentrated the fallout,
leaving radioactive dust to be
kicked up and inhaled by the cast
and crew during three months of
filming horseback battle scenes.
I Out of 220 actors and crew members, 91 has suffered or died from
some type or cancer by 1984-300% above the normal rate.
Inside 30 is $12.50 per copy (no
subscriptions available) postpaid
I
from 3Dstereo.com, 1930 Village Center Circle #3-333, Las
Vegas NV 89134,
~ho~kee~fi3dstereo.com
or
www.3Dstereo.com. 00

1

1

I

-

stereos of this cult status bad (243)
movie starringjohn Wayne and
it^ ~~~~~~dwould be interesting

William England's 1867 Rhine Journey
This series must have been an
uncommon success at the time.
Soon after, plenty of illegal copies
appeared. Their attraction holds
even today, at a time when we are
literally bombarded with visual
impressions. The three dimensional view of the Rhine and it's vicinity before the two world wars is a
fascinating experience.
William England continued his
search for a better dry plate technique. In 1871 he described the
"Morphine dry plate procedure":
"those who want to prepare very
sensitive plates, should use morphine". He wanted to use these
plates on his next trip to the
Rhine. "I have used this procedure
often last summer, and don't think
that any changes are necessary. I
have used them together with the
wet plate procedure and have
obtained quite good results. Unfortunately, the outbreak of war has
put an end to my journey. Still I
have complete confidence in this
procedure and prefer it to all other

dry plate procedures that I know
of, on the condition that the plates
are not kept too long."
For more of William England's
Rhine views visit:
hftp:/lkww.wetbmznn.de .

References:
*Georg Holscher: Das Buch vom Rhein,
Verlag von Hoursch & Bechstedt in
Kaln am Rhein, 1926
*HorstJohannesTiimmers: Der Rhein,
ein europilischer-mussund seine
Geschichte, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1999
*Gerd Stein: Die Rhein-Nahe-Bahnim
Kreis Birkenfeld. Heimatkalender
Landkreis Birkenfeld 1998, Verlag Dr.
Gebhard + Hilden, Idar-Oberstein
*Michel Frizot: Neue Geschichte der
Fotografie, Konemann, Koln, 1998
*BeaumontNewhall: Geschichte der
Photographie, SchirmerIMosel 1998
*PhotographischeMittheilungen,
Zeitschrift des Deutschen Photographen-Vereins, Herausgegeben
von
*Dr. Hermann Vogel, Fiinfter Jahrgang
(1868)

*IanJeffrey: An American Journey, The
Photography of William England,
Prestel Verlag, Munich, London, New
York, 1999
*Arnold WolE Dombau in Koln,
Miiller und Schindler, Stuttgart, 1980
*William England: 'Das Taninverfahren
- Transparentbilder-Augenblickliche
Photographie' in 'Photographisches
Archiv - Monatliche Berichte tiber
den Fortgang der Photographie'
(Liesegang) Dritter Band, Jahrgang
1862
*William England: 'Modification des
Collodion-Albuminverfahrens' in
'Photographisches Archiv Monatliche Berichte iiber den Fortgang der Photographie' (Liesegang)
Siebenter Band, Jahrgang 1867
*William England: 'Morphin-Trockenverfahren' in 'Photographisches
Archiv - Monatliche Berichte iiber
den Fortgang der Photographie'
(Liesegang) Zwolfter Band, Jahrgang
187100
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A commentary by Ray Zone

I

n 1982, when I first started to
take stereo photographs and
attempt to make 3-D conversions, I was passionate about
anaglyphs. So passionate, in fact,
that I saved examples of poor 4color printing where the red and
blue printing plates were out of
register just because it reminded
me of anaglyphs. I'm still passionate about anaglyphs and that is
because my first exposure to stereography was with anaglyphs that
were highly effective. I'm speaking,
of course, about Three Dimension
Comics featuring Mighty Mouse, the
"World's First" 3-D comic book,
published by St. John in September, 1953.
In 1983 I joined the National
Stereoscopic Association and from
the very beginning was impressed
with John Dennis' global treatment of all forms of stereography
in the pages of Stereo World,
including anaglyphs. And, since
1983, it might be fair to Say that
more printed impressions of
anaglyph images, both, black-andwhite as well as "polychromatic"
or full color, have been produced
and printed than in the entire century succeeding their invention.
Since 1983 millions of printed
anaglyphic impressions have been
made in every kind of publication
from astronomy and natural history magazines to sports and children's publications to newspapers,
general interest and trade journals.
Ducos du Hauron discovered the
principles of 3-color Subtractive filtration in 1862 and seven years
later he produced a full-color lithograph using Red, Blue and Yellow
pigments. By 1891 du Hauron had
patented anaglyphic printing and
Volume 29, Number 1
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after 1895 in America anaglyphic
images began appearing as inserts
in Sunday newspapers. Anaglyph
projection of magic lantern slide
shows existed at the time but,
from the beginning, du Hauron
favored printed anaglyphs because
they were inexpensive and accessible.
Today, with proliferation of digital imaging, computers and software such as Adobe Photoshop, it
is a relatively simple matter to produce anaglyphs for printing or display on the internet. The anaglyph
works very well in the Red-GreenBlue Additive color space on the
computer and internet. Think of
the difference between Additive
and Subtractive color this way:
RGB combined with Additive
(light) filtration makes White-RBY
combined with Subtractive (printing) filtration makes Black (pure
black is also used for CMYK 4-color
printing).
One of the beauties of computer
software is that it handles the conversion of RGB onscreen colors to
CMYK printing for the user. It automatically converts the image from
the Additive color space of the
computer to the Subtractive color
space of the printer. And the Additive display of RGB colors is very
effective with the anaglyph. If
properly produced, a computer or
internet anaglyph image will have
much less "ghosting" than its
equivalent image in CMYK printing.
Jerry Chase and Boris Starosta
have given us two excellent discussions of the anaglyph and its production using digital techniques
on the computer. To commence
his article "Anaglyphs on the Inter-

Ducos du Hauron, inventor of
anaglyphic printing. Anaglyphic conversion by Ray Zone.

net" Jerry Chase gives us a fine
tutorial on the basics of internet
images. He characterizes anaglyphs
as "the 3-D that people love to
hate." That has certainly been my
experience. Very early on in my
career I took it as a personal goal
to create anaglyphs that absolutely
conveyed a stereoscopic experience. It was always a fine moment
for me when a disbeliever looked
through the "anaglyphoscope" at
one of my images and made a
spontaneous exclamation that confirmed the fact that they were
actually having a "3-D moment."
"When the angles of the perspective as seen by the camera lens
match exactly the angles of perspective of the viewer, the mind
relaxes and naturally begins to
sense the reality of the scene,"
notes Chase. He speaks as a

motion picture exhibitor of 25
years and as a professional photographer and here is espousing the
benefits of orthoscopic stereo. Noting the differences in scale
between the viewing of a stereocard through a Holmes stereoscope
and an anaglyph enlargement,
Chase elucidates the perceptual
difference. This is a remarkable
advantage for the anaglyph.
I have followed the progression
of Boris Starosta's increasing fascination with different forms of
stereography for a number of years
on photo-3d, the online discussion
group. I remember when he
espoused the orthoscopic stereo
image in which the photography
must conform to the trigonometry
of the human visual system. Then,
Starosta's initial disdain for the
anaglyph turned into outright fascination. He undertook a thorough
and obsessive examination of
every one of the anaglyph's technical and aesthetic properties which
included production of a landmark
large-scale phantogram, floormounted in an art gallery.
The fruits of Starosta's obsession
are evident in his writing here
along with some of his beautiful
anaglyph images. Especially interesting are Starosta's efforts to create anaglyphs that are inherently
beautiful-his attempt to create "a
print that has two functional viewing modes: flat and 3-D."
The "polychromatic" or full
color anaglyph has been the predominant strategy to make a stereographic image that is pleasing
without the redlblue glasses yet
has depth when viewed with
them. It's been a serious trade-off
for the stereographer, especially

with imagery that is predominantly bright red or blue, two colors
that advertisers seem to love.
Though he has produced
anaglyphic advertisements, Starosta always attempts to give his polychromatic images a "fine art" quality compatible with "the flat viewing mode." In attempting to
defeat what he characterizes as the
inherent 'ugliness' of the
anaglyph, Starosta has resorted to
four powerful visual strategies:
Camouflage, Obfuscation, Incorporation and Atmospheric Extinction. They are all cousins and
Starosta has clearly explained them
in relation to his images. He has
also written an excellent tutorial
on digital anaglyphs.
I do have to take issue with Boris
on one count. He writes that
"Anaglyphic prints suffer from a
heritage of usage in comic books
and in the commercial/novelty
realm. As such they have been
deficient in aesthetic and technical
virtue..." Starosta's preference for
high art is in evidence here. He
probably did not grow up reading
comic books and thus assumes
that they have no place in a museum. This is not the case. A simple
perusal of art journals like Juxtapoz
demonstrates the increasing prevalence of cartoon-style imagery and
narrative art in galleries and museums.
A few years ago I reviewed a
traveling exhibit at the Museum of
Contemporary Art (MOCA) in Los
Angeles called "High and Low."
This very well received show displayed actual comic book pages
beside the large-scale Pop Art
paintings that Roy Lichtenstein
had derived from them. Oil paintings by abstract-expressionist
Philip Guston were hung beside
the original comic book art of R.
Crumb which had inspired them.
There have been a number of
"technically deficient" 3-D comic
books over the years but Three

1I

Young boys rwding Three Dimension Comics in September 1953.

..................................................................
Dimension Comics is not among
them. I've just received a mail
order for 3-D comics that is germane to this discussion. Appended
to the order itself is a brief message. "Thank you very much!,"
writes Carolyn Anderson. "I am
now 55-but my favorite toy when
I was young was a 3-D comic. With
this order I will be able to relive
those happy moments I spent in
my room with my 3-D comic.
Growing up poor, that was one of
the few things I owned. Best
Wishes."
That sentiment would warm the
heart of Ducos du Hauron. It also
seems quite likely that the 3-D
comic Carolyn enjoyed actually
conveyed a stereoscopic
experience. ma

d
Need Classes?

the anaglyphs
reproduc
in All
thisofissue
can be viewed
with

standard (red left) anaglyphic
glasses. NSA members received
glasses with Vol. 28 No.1, but if
you are a newer member or 0th
erwise need glasses, send $1 for
postage and handling to: Stereo
World glasses, PO Box 86708,
Portland, OR 97286.
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by Boris Starosta

I

n the fall of 1998, I began printing with a friend's Epson 3000,
preparing anaglyphs for display
at a local gallery in my hometown
of Charlottesville, Virginia. I experienced my first "anaglyph
epiphany" with the printing of the
image entitled "Blue Light." My
Mend, who had been very skeptical of my interest in 3-D photography, said of this image, as it was
coming off the printer, "that looks
pretty good! It even looks good as
a flat print." (Figure 1)This comment really struck a chord within
me, and in the years following has
catalyzed the development of a
fine art anaglyph style.
I had first started experimenting
with anaglyphs a year earlier.
Harold Baize gave me my first lesson in how to create bright
Fin 1 Y R l ~ ~1 inht"
n

anaglyphs in the RGB color system
of the computer. I applied this to
my first anaglyphs that I published
on the web. I did nothing more
with anaglyphs until the following
summer when I printed up several
larger anaglyphs at a local service
bureau for the NSA convention in
Richmond. Only one came out to
my liking: "Air Park". (Figure 2)
Later I would learn why.
In Richmond, I met Gabriel
Jacob, who showed me his remarkably effective anaglyphs made
using an Epson inkjet printer. He
taught me the secret of using
alignment to minimize ghosting:
that in an anaglyph it is typically
better to compromise the stereo
window in order to improve alignment (minimize deviation onpaper) at the point of interest in
the picture. This renewed my interest in the medium.
Anaglyphic prints suffer from a
heritage of usage in comic books
and in the commercial/novelty
realm. As such they have been
deficient in aesthetic and technical
virtue: in other words, most
anaglyphs seen by the public are
"ugly" and, adding insult to injury,
do not reveal a satisfying stereoscopic complexity (image depth
complexity).
Against this backdrop, it is no
wonder that few fine artists have
bothered to explore the medium or
chosen it to bear their message.
The problem of anaglyph "ugliness" is primary, because no one
wants to hang an ugly print on
their wall. Regardless of subject
matter, aesthetics remain a key to
effective artistic expression, helpful
in engaging your audience.

I try to defeat this "ugliness" by
hiding within my prints the very
thing that makes them anaglyph:
the color fringing along edges in
reds and blues which is caused by
the parallaxldepth within the
image. The end result is a print
that has two functional viewing
modes: flat and 3-D. In working
with various images, I have discovered different approaches to the
problem of the flat viewing mode:

Camouflage
("Voodoo Rider".) In these
images, the fringing is obscured by
the fact that objects of depth are
blurred. The redblue edges
become part of motion blur and
are effectively obscured-amouflaged, if you will, by their softness, by their similarity to motion
blur. (Figure 3) This technique
results in a tradeoff. Details in
depth are lost, depth complexity is
reduced.

Obfuscation
("Grinder".) These images contain random textures that hide the
anaglyph fringing of the image.
Thus the image does not appear
doubled. For example, in the
Grinder, the man is in register, and
the spray of sparks, flying out of
the plane of the print, creates a
random texture which visually
overpowers any anaglyph fringing.
Thus even the sparks do not look
doubled. (Figure 4)

Incorporation
("Blue Light", "Air Park".) In
these images, the fringing becomes
part of the composition. In "Air
Park", the fringing on the floating
aircar supports the illusion that it
is in motion.

.Fig.
.......2.
....."Air
........Park".
.....................................................................................................................................

Atmospheric Extinction
("Air Park".) Atmospheric haze
will reduce the contrast in distant
edges, and thus will naturally deemphasize fringing, while supporting the sense of depth in the 3-D
viewing mode.
These methods to hide anaglyph
fringingldoubling also function
naturally to reduce ghosting, and
thus enhance not only the flat
viewing mode but also the 3-D
mode. They are also especially
effective in polarized projection (as
long as alignment is perfect), and
in the full color StereoJet print
medium.
My explorations and experiments with fine art anaglyphs have
begged the question: why bother
with 3-D at all?! Why spend so
much effort hiding the attributes
of 3-Dl when one can simply shoot
flat and be done with the problem
once and for all? I do not yet
know the answer and may never
know it. Certainly, some things are
best shown in 3-D. Some things
cannot be shown any other way!
But what does this matter to art?

How To Make Anaglyphs
Using Photoshop v.4 on a
Mac or PC
Initially, 1'11 assume you are
working with RGB color left and
right source images. I use three different procedures for creating
anaglyph images for glasses with
red lens on left. Before you start,
have both the LEFT and RIGHT
images (scan files) open in the software.

Full Color
To preserve all color in your
anaglyph (desirable if your source
images have pale colors to begin
with), proceed as follows:
1. select all of the LEFT image
window (ctrl-A).
2. in the channels palette, select just the
red channel.
3. copy the image (it goes in the clipboard).
4. move over to work in the RIGHT image
window.
5. select all.
6. select just the red channel.
7. paste.

This pastes the red channel
taken from the LEFT image into the
red channel of the RIGHT image.
Skip down to 8.

Partial Color
To preserve some color in your
anaglyph (desirable if your source
images have fairly strong colors to
begin with), proceed as follows:
1. select all of the LEFT image window
(ctrl-A).
2. (do not select a channel-i.e. all channels are selected)
3. copy the image (it goes in the clipboard).
4. move over to work in the RIGHT image
window.
5. select all.
6. select just the red channel.
7. paste.

This pastes the all three channels taken from the LEFT image
into the red channel of the RIGHT
image. In effect, it pastes a
grayscale conversion of the entire
LEFT image into the red channel of
the RIGHT image. Skip down to 8.

Monochrome
To make a grayscale anaglyph
(desirable if your source images
SDiRl3OWNUB Volume 29, Number 1
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This Pastes the
image into
the red channel of the RIGHT
image- Otherthan the characteristic red and blue edge -&
Your
anaglyph will appear gray.

have very strong colors, and you
wish to remove all color rivalry),
proceed as follows:
1. conwrt both your LEFT and RIGHT
images to grayscale
(menuAmagemode>grayscale).
2. select all of the LEFT image.
3. copy the image (it goes in the clip
board).
to work in the RIGHT image
4. mow
window.
5. conwrt this RIGHT image back into
RGB (menuAmage>rnode>RGB).
6. select just the red channel.
7. paste.

Finishing Your Anaglyph
8. After making the anaglyph file, apply

cowtions to alignment: In the channels palette, you can have just one
red), but still
see a composite of all three channels
0.e. a full color image) shown on
screen. This is handy, because you can
tweak the position of the red ihannel
while looking at your anaglyph in real

oSe.

I

make into good anaglyphs. For
example my series of "Blue"
nudes-images that were strongly
blue in lighting, thus giving very
little to no information in the red
channel. I was able to make these
into nice color anaglyphs by using
not the red channel out of the
LElET image, but the green or blue
channels' then copying and pasting them into the red channel of
the RIGHT image to make the
anaglyph. Wholesale image color
shifts can be achieved this way,
while restoring a fine functionality
to the color anaglyph. You can
take any mixture of channels from
the LUT image, including after
changing the colors of the LElT
image, and paste these into the red
channel of the RIGHT image to
achieve any color result desired.
Just remember that you cannot
shift colors (mix channels, shift
hue) M R the anaglyph file is
made.
For more samples of Boris Starosta!s art and techniques, visit:

www-stamsta.c0~3~~c~e/ihome

.html. ae
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Restoring and Presenting
Antique Stereographs
by Jerry Chase

L

ike many other people, I
caught the 3-D bug at an early
age. In my case, part of the
attraction may have come from
my undiagnosed nearsightedness,
which made the family stereograph collection a crystal clear
world, better seen than the real
world until I was fitted for my first
eyeglasses in fourth grade.
Time has passed, but my interest
in 3-D has not. In the intervening
years I have become computer literate and acquired some skill at
rescuing damaged photographs
using digital techniques. Personal
experience and examining many
3-D web pages has made me aware
of both the possibilities and limitations of 3-D on "the web." I share
some of my knowledge now in
hopes of seeing great 3-D on the
internet available to everyone.
Before exploring the restoration
of a sample stereograph and presentation of it on the "net," I
think it is important to briefly
explain the limitations of the
internet as a display medium.
There are two primary limitations that any 3-D internet site
must address. The first is a limitation of download speed. The
majority of people still browse the
internet using a 56k or slower dialup connection. Image files must be
kept as small as practical to reduce

"loading" time and maintain the
interest of the audience. Large files
effectively limit a site to people
with broadband connections.
There is currently only one adequate "native" image format that
browsers can view without having
to also download a "plug-in" or
suffer through long download
times. That format is the jpeg or
jpg image. Many people are
unaware that the image quality
and file size of a jpeg image can be
adjusted to optimize it for quick
loading, extreme detail, or a compromise between those extremes.
Another vital format for archival
purposes is the tiff or tif image format. Whereas a jpeg file loses a
certain amount of picture information in the recording of the image,
a tiff file does not lose any information. Tiff files are huge in comparison to jpegs and not suitable
for presentation on the web. However, a tiff file can be stored or sent
on a CD while crunched in size by
"zipping" the file. Zip files are
compressed files that take up less
space than the original files.
I think you can already understand that ideally the original
scanned file should be kept as a
zipped tif file, and the presentation
image should be stored on the
website as a jpeg image.

The second limitation of the
internet has to do with monitors.
The standard used for monitors is
that each square inch of a monitor
is 72 pixels by 72 pixels, the historical root of this being the "point
size" used in printing. The common resolution for ink jet printers
has been 300 pixels by 300 pixels
per inch, but is steadily creeping
upward. Obviously much more
detail can be shown on a printout
than on a monitor.
Because of the slow speed of
most internet connections and
limited resolution of monitors,
most presentation images should
not only be in the jpeg format, but
stored in the coarse 72 pixel per
inch resolution used by the monitors. Any greater detail cannot be
seen, and simply increases download time.
The 72 pixel per inch resolution
limitation immediately suggests
that free viewing of small parallel
images will only provide very low
resolution images that are totally
unsatisfactory to most people.
Cross eyed viewers can use larger
images, but there are practical limits to size there as well. Additionally, many people cannot easily
merge cross-eye images, limiting
the audience for such a website.
Another method of viewing 3-D
on a computer involves the use of
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shutter glasses and a monitor that
can provide an interlaced image.
Describing how interlaced images
are used on computer monitors
and TV is beyond the scope of this
article. In short, the interlaced
image is actually two images with
one image displayed before the
other, allowing them to be separated out with the use of light blocking shutters. Some monitors and
televisions display interlaced
images, but many more recent
monitors and TVs, flat panel and
laptop displays cannot show interlaced 3-D images. In any event,
shutter glasses cost enough and are
difficult enough to attach and use
that they aren't popular outside of
the dedicated garners groups, some
scientists, and 3-D buffs. Clearly,
shutter glasses aren't the best solution to make 3-D accessible to
everyone on the net.
Home-brew mirror systems can
work on monitors, but these also
suffer by being additional bulky
hardware requiring tedious setup
and an initial expense. I have
found that mirror systems also
take away from the "You are there"
look of good 3-D.
The drawbacks of the other display methods leave only
anaglyphs, the 3-D that people
love to hate. If you've only ever
seen a bad anaglyph movie, you
may think the medium has no
potential. While there are distinct
limitations, I can easily disabuse
you of the "no potential" notion.
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Simply point your browser to

I

and see what
one European has been able to do
with full color anaglyphs. Viewing
a few of the large images on this
site will quickly convince you that
anaglyphs have possibilities as a
display medium.
I make full color anaglyphs, but
black and white images are the
best starting place for the novice,
which makes converting early
stereographs an excellent starter
exercise.
I enjoy converting stereographs
into anaglyphs for a number of
reasons. The primary reason for
doing such work is obviously conservation and restoration of the
image, but the fun part is the
impact that can be made with a
larger copy of the image. One crucial fact that I have learned in over
twenty-five years in motion picture
exhibition and as a professional
photographer is that realism
requires proper perspective angles,
a feat only possible when viewing
large images.
When a person takes a snapshot,
shoots a movie, or sets up a 3-D
shot, the angles of the original perspective are all natural and the
images flow naturally. When viewing snapshots, we recognize the
images and the consistency of the
angles, but small snapshots don't
have the punch of reality, partly
because the perspective within the
photo doesn't match the obvious

reality of the environment, and
partly because the flimsiness and
movement of the paper constantly
cues us that it is a miniature. Seeing movies on a big screen in a
movie theater, we get more
punch-things look more real than
in our snapshots because the perspective is closer to real life and
the "window" is stable. When we
view 3-D, we get an additional
boost towards recreating reality
from the distance cues. This is all
good, but ...
When the angles of the perspective as seen by the camera lens
match exactly the angles of perspective of the viewer, the mind
relaxes and naturally begins to
sense the reality of the scene! 3-D
ranging is easier as the cues are
consistent with the angles. With
this accomplished, the primary
missing element to the illusion of
a reality beyond the stereo window
is the element of ranging eye
focus. The 3-D image is rarely in
the same depth plane as the original photographed object. Even this
limitation can be partially overcome. If a person wears reading
glasses as well as the redtblue lenses, or a nearsighted person
removes their corrective glasses,
the focus of the eyes is shifted to a
more natural position. As many of
us learned with our first cameras,
the focus differences past fifteen
feet are minimal compared to
close-ups, and both the camera
lens and the eye can be fooled.

What now becomes apparent is
that the net allows something that
previously was only available using
rear screen projection; true angle
3-D viewing of an illuminated
image! While hand viewers and
other presentation methods do
allow rear illuminated images,
rarely is the viewed scene in the
correct perspective relative to the
observer. Now my excitement of
restoring these old stereographs
becomes more apparent. In a
sense, it is now possible to "see"
these old scenes, not as a small
image, but as they were seen by
the original stereographer!
In truth, many of the finished
presentation images we will make
won't be quite large enough to
fully match angles, but the difference between the old stereograph
card and the image on the monitor
will be huge, and some special
shots may match angles exactly.
Now it is time to examine the
example original stereograph.
I've chosen this Keystone view
of Manhattan from the Brooklyn
Bridge because it has a lot of detail,
and has dark cables on a light
background. If not handled properly an anaglyph of this stereograph could have objectionable
ghost images of the cable. Some
ghost images are inevitable because
of filter limitations, but they can
be minimized enough to not be a
distraction, as will be shown.
I use Adobe Photoshop 5.0 LE
for image processing and have a
Microtek scanmaker 4600 that I
use to make scans. This scanner
has the capability of 2400 x 1200
dpi optical resolution. Although I
use Photoshop for most of my
work, I do have other programs
that I use for some effects and
repairs. The steps outlined here
should be used as a guideline for
your own scanner and software
use. Individual steps may vary.
1. The very first thing I do is to
clean the image and the scanner
glass of any stray dirt or marks.
These could cover up detail later
and would have to be corrected in
the image manipulation.
2. Once the scanner and stereograph are clean and the stereograph on the scanner, I overview
the image and select only the card
area plus a little extra safe margin
to scan. I then set the resolution to
600 dpi (optical).

Stereographs are often contact
prints of glass negatives and have
tremendous detail as original
photographs. 300 dpi is simply not
enough resolution for any serious
conservation work. To prove the
point, here is a close up of the
example stereograph taken from
the 600 d ~scan.
i

While people viewing the finished image will get only an
overview, this quick enlargement
of the boat in the center of the picture shows that the boat belongs
to the Jersey City Stockyard Company and has a man standing on
the top deck. This detail would be
muddied in a 300 dpi scan, and
the digital image would be less useful as an archival copy when the
original finally fades.
If you have a scanner with only
300 dpi resolution or problems
with not enough memory, then by
all means, scan at a lower resolution. The diierence on the web
presentation image will be minimal, even though a printout will
not have as much detail. The
important concept is to get your
images scanned properly and into
the image editing program before
they fade or are further damaged
by wear or other causes.
3. When scanning the stereograph, I press the curl out as best
as possible so that the image contacts the scanner glass and doesn't
arch above it. If it does lift up it
will be out of focus or subject to
reflection off the shiny surface of
the photograph. Most of the older
stereographs don't have an appreciable curve or glossy finish and
are easier to scan.
4. If there is staining or color
detail, I save the raw image as a
RGB color tiff file. That file is usually about 26 megs in size. A gray
scale tiff file can be used if the
images are in good condition with
no staining. A grayscale file will be
less than 9 megs in size. It is very
important that this original scan

not be manipulated in any way
before saving. Once the original
archive image is saved and the presentation image made, it can be
zipped to save some space and
copied onto a CD for storage. If
your disk space is at a premium, a
jpeg file of the image can be saved.
At medium compression, this will
give a file about 1 meg in size.
Some image data will be lost, and
each opening and re-saving of the
image will degrade it further. Try
to save the original image as a tiff
file if at all possible, and be
detailed in your filename description of the image. A sample filename for this image might be
"Keystone image 32703 Manhattan
Skyline from Brooklyn Bridge 1930
with wharves and boat"
Now is the time to mention in
passing that there is a cross-eyed
3-D jpeg file format called a jps
file. There has been a noble effort
by one programmer to make an
automatic conversion of a jps file
into an anaglyph using a Java
applet. While semi-satisfactory for
casual viewing, this applet can
leave obvious ghosts and is not as
discrete as the image editing that is
needed for great views. I cannot
recommend jps format for stereograph conservation.
5. If there are no stains on the
image to remove, I click on the
Photoshop menu "Image" select
"mode," and finally "grayscale." I
discard the color information, leaving just the two grayscale photos.
The grayscale images are easier to
adjust or correct if there is damage
to the stereograph.
6. I now click on "Image,"
"Adjust," and then "Levels." A histogram (graph of how much of
each level of gray is in the image)
appears. Most of the time there is a
flat space at either end of the
graph.

R

Immediately under the graph are
three triangular sliders. From left
to right, they represent maximum
SlRlU30-
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black, midscale gray, and maximum white. I slide the two outside
sliders until they are just under the
"toes" on their ends of the graph.
This will increase the contrast. The
middle slider may be moved slightly to right or left so that the image
can be brightened or darkened.
Once I'm satisfied, I click on "OK."
Any correction to the image
must be done now. Dirt and
scratches may be removed using
standard Photoshop techniques. It
is important to note that any
adjustment of one image so that it
doesn't match the other image will
result in that area of the anaglyph
going red or blue, which can be
disconcerting. Avoid performing
any extensive correction until you
are skilled at using Photoshop.
7. I now set the image window
and size to a convenient working
size using the "Navigator" dialog
box and by dragging the edges of
the image box with the mouse. If
the image of the stereograph is not
exactly horizontal, I use "Select"
"All" and "Edit" "Transform"
"Rotate" to correct it.
8. I use the marquee tool (the
dashed box on the upper left of
the tool bar) to select the left
image only.
9. "Edit" and "Copy" brings this
into the clipboard. "File" and
"New" will attempt to open a
grayscale box with dimensions
matching the selected image.

I add about 200 pixels to each
dimension in this box, and change
the mode from "Grayscale" to
"RGB color." Once I've done this, I
click "OKwand then "Edit" "Paste"
the left image into the new box.
10. The "Layers" dialog box now
shows a white background layer
and a new layer, which is active. I
now click on "Image" "Adjust"
"Levels" to reopen the levels dialog
box. Since this is the left image, I
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need to remove all blue and green
information. I click on the down
arrow to the right of the "Channels" text box and select "Green."
Once this is selected, I select the
right output levels text box and
replace the number there with a
zero.
The image will immediately turn
a magenta color. I then select the
"Blue" channel and set its output
level to zero as well. The image is
now only red and black. I'm now
finished with the left eye image.

11. I re-select the original
grayscale image, and using the
mouse, slide the square dotted line
box over the right image. Again, I
"Edit" "Copy" and then select the
image box containing the new red
image. I "Edit" "Paste" the right
image into the box, where it makes
a new layer covering the red
image.
12. I now select "Image"
"Adjust" "Levels" "Channel" "Red"
and set the output of the red channel to zero. The image immediately turns blue-green.
13. Now the magic begins. I go
to the "Layers" dialog box and
adjust the opacity of this layer to
50%. Even though the overall
image is dark, the red image is
now partly visible!
14. I enlarge the image box and
image and switch to the "move"
tool (upper right of the tools
menu). Finding a high contrast
object within the images, I move
the blue image until there is no

vertical displacement of the
images. This cable stay on the
bridge made a convenient alignment image.
In some less professional stereographs, it may be impossible to
line up both the left and right
sides of the two images. This
means that one of the images is
twisted in relation to the other,
and will cause eyestrain. If this is
the case, I use the "Edit" "Transform" "Rotate" tool to twist the
image back into registration.
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15. Now, using the navigator, I
enlarge or reduce the anaglyph
image until it is the size I ultimately want to display on the web. I
recommend two sizes, one with
the image eight inches wide, so
that it can be printed directly to a
printer, and the other to match the
angle of view of the original camera. Many stereograph views will
end up being about thirteen to
twenty two inches wide. When displayed on a large monitor, the
viewer sifflng at 1890 22"from
the monitor will see the lines form
the exact same perspective that
was seen by the photographer. The
viewer with a smaller monitor may
have to use the scroll bars and
only see part of the image at a
time, but that is not necessarily a
detriment. It has the effect of
involving the viewer with the
image.
16. Once the perspective and
angles match, I adjust the spacing
of the images so that the apparent
distances mimic those seen in real
life. Separating the images will
push objects away and increase the
scale and depth. In general, everything will be behind the "win-

dow." Objects on the horizon
should never be separated by more
than two inches or some viewer's
eyes will go walleyed. An average
adult has a 64mm interocular, and
children have less. Exceeding this
dimension when separating images
will cause headaches.
This is a great point to play with
Photoshop to view your image in
different ways. By using the "Navigator" box it is possible to zoom in
on a particular area of the photograph of event get the feeling of
flying through the image. I'll
sometimes do this, adjusting the
image separation as needed to
make the close-ups available in
comfortable 3-D. This has an
added side benefit of finding dirt
or dust that might have been
missed in the original spotting of
the image.
17. Once everything looks good,
I use "Layer" "Merge visible" to
bring the two layers into the background as a single image. This
allows the next step.
18. By separating out the red
and bluelgreen images, and then
recombining them, I have lost the
full grayscale range. Black registers
as black, but bright white only registers as a medium gray. I correct
this by opening up the "Image"
"Adjust" "Levels" dialog box and
sliding the "white" slider to the
left, until it is under the right edge
of the histogram. This restores the
contrast range, and I click on
"OK."

19. I wait until now to tweak the
final image size. I may make a tiff
file copy of the anaglyph at this
point for archival purposes. Resizing is accomplished by using
"Image" "Image size" and "Print
size". I set the output width to 8 or
13 inches, or whatever width I had
predetermined, and then I reduce
the dpi to 72dpi (or 300dpi if the
image is designed to be used offline and printed). I then click on
"OK."

20. I am close to done, but there
are another couple of finishing
touches left. First, I use the line
tool to create a black window for
the images. This window makes a
huge difference in the level of reality perceived. I can't stress strongly
enough that ONLY the area containing both right and left images
should be visible. The fringe areas
where there is a red or blue fringe
must be covered by the black.
Once this is done, the depth level
of the monitor screen becomes the
window. Because monitors are
glass, the window illusion becomes
especially strong.
21. I use the text tool to place a
caption directly on the window
frame or in the sky of the photo. It
is possible to make this 3D, but I
feel that distracts from the image
so I use a golden color for the text
that can be seen by both eyes.
Having the caption in the image
file means that it never gets separated or lost.
22. The file now gets saved as a
medium resolution jpeg file. 1try
to use a name that will translate to
the web easily (no spaces and eight
numbers or letters if possible). The
jpeg file will get its own HTML
page. Placing it on a page with
other text and information could
be very frustrating for people with
a slow internet connection,
although it is possible to include a
paragraph or two of text above the
image for the viewer to read as the
image loads.
23. Before closing Photoshop, I
change the image width to two
inches and make a second jpeg
copy of either this file or the "flat"
image. I use this as a thumbnail on
an index page of up to twenty
images.
The final file sizes will be about
l l K for the thumbnail, l00K for
the 8" wide image, and about 200K
for the big image. In some cases,
you may want to make the larger
flat image available or provide
"detail" enlargements.
You may see some of my work,
including the completed big web
view of this scene at:
hW://www.ElectrkEwoad.com
.
I am available for digital restoration of damaged stereoviews at 310
SW 66th Terrace, Margate, FL
33068. If you have old stereographs of the Waterbury Vermont
B W T N t U J Volume 29, Number 1

or Stowe Vermont area, I would be
very interested in converting and
archiving them.

Pairs
Since writing the article on
anaglyphs for the web, I have been
made aware of the many advocates
of cross-eyed and parallel free
viewing. Both of these methods of
viewing have advantages, and I
would be remiss if I didn't mention that many people would like
to have these alternatives available
on every 3-D web page.
One method of accommodation
is to provide two more sets of
alternate pages, one for parallel
freeviewers and one for cross-eyed
freeviewers. This starts to use up
storage space on a web site and
can make generating the pages
more tedious. A different method
of accommodating these viewers is
to make a single composite image
with the left hand view on the left,
a right hand view to the right of it,
and then another copy of the left
hand view on the far right. Both
types of freeviewing are then available from a single image, depebding on which image pair is chosen.
Because people can have ~ W c u l ty freeviewing, it is a good idea to
allow the viewers to be able to
resize the image and reduce the
distance between image points.
There is a single htrnl command
that makes this easy:
<img src="myimage.jpgWwidth="10096"
alt="[MY IMACE]"xp>

By using this command, the
width of the image is the same as
(10096of) the width of the viewer's
browser window. Resizing the
browser resizes the window with-

out any additional formatting or
code. Use of the "width" HTML
command also allows a single large
or high d u t i o n image to serve
both as the image to view and a
printable image.
Further, both quality mirror and
software aids to viewing are available from various sources. There is
an active photo-3D group on
Yahoo Groups that often has discuwions0atthesub)eaofviewing

on the web and linksto free or reasonably priced viewing aids. I recommend this group to anyone

wanting to study the subject in
more detail.
My opinion that converting old
stereographs to anaglyphs creates
an exiting new method of viewing
these images still stands, but in
deference to many other more
experienced stereographers I will
readily admit that color images do
not always fare as well with this
method of exhibition, and that
adding freeviewing options for at
least your color images is ah
important concession to the viewers of your web pages. am

Upcoming NSA National Conventions
July 23-29,2003
At the Embassy Suites in North Charleston, South Carolina
Contact Bill Moll for more info or questions: whmoll@aol.com

July 2004

At the Doubletree Jantzen Beach in Portland, Oregon
Contact Diane Rulien for more info or questions: NSA2004@cascade3d.org
I
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review by John Dennis

dar can actually be
inserted in a stereoscope. A lorgnette
with the calendar,

ext year can be measured in
more dimensions than just
time, thanks to the Stereoscopic
Landscape Calendar 2003 by
renowned stereographer Dale

with the name and
location of the
scene, lines on the
back of each page
indicate where to cut
when the month has passed, in
order to end up with a standard
size view that can also serve as a
postcard thanks to the heavy stock
I must admit I've never reviewec

tralia draw you into the hall like

.....................

shadows. A balancing rock in Arizona's Marble Canyon fills the
frame in August, and the cover
shot of fall in Hull, Quebec, makes
an enticing October image. Some
unwritten law dictates that all calstereo of Sandbanks provincial
park in Picton, Ontario easily beats
any flat ones. One little extra you
won't find in other calendars-the
dates and locations of the 2003 ISU
Congress and NSA Convention
appear on the May and July
pages. am
Stereoscopic Landscape
Calendar 2003
Stereography by Dale Walsh, 12 color,
full size stereo pairs plus lorgnette
viewer on chain. Spiral bound, heavy
stock, 8 x 7 inches. Available for 524.95
plus shipping from Berezin Stereo
Photography Products, 21686
Abedul, Mission Viejo, CA 92691,
www.berezln.com13dL. Also available from
3D ~oncebts,PO Box 715, Carlisle, M A
01741, -.make
3Dimaaes.com and
Reel 3-D Enterprises, PO Box 2368,
Culver City, CA 90231, www.reel3d.com.
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Riverside
by John Dennis

sources could be found just a cou-

..........................................
mxrncofthe

action,the Riverside
cwmention Center, as
seen frwn the scene of
chaos, the Holiday Inn.
ol#sbcnocrtqrpmx.4lbot

..........................................
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Continuing down Main Street
Mall two more blocks brought you
to the famous University of California RiversidelCalifornia Museum of Photography. On Sunday,
Curator of Collections Steve
Thomas welcomed several groups
of NSA members for special tours
and round table discussions about
the Keystone-Mast archive of over
350,000 stereo negatives and
prints. (See Lawrence Kaufrnan's
article in this issue.)

Video & Digital
The NSA Electronic 3-D Stereo
Theater returned this year with a
wide variety of video and digital
presentations. Included Thursday

12th Century temple is the
&senting the peaks of Mt.
Hem, home of the Hindu gods.
he pool of waterlilies andlotus
bwers is one of two that face
be main entrance and really
besn't have a name or any
peat significance, other than
biding a wondehl stereo
plot0 op.

T

,
,

........................................................

I

.........................................................
b m Robert Bloomberg's "The
pst Temples of Angkora, three
Y the 54 stone towers of the
one of Angkor's later

....................................................

were the videos Breaking the Stereo
Window, Mousetrapped, and A Visit
with Paul Wing by Ron Labbe,
Reflections of a Golden Age by David
Burder, Dynamic Digital Depth's
Demo reel, Ray Hannisian's Video
Samplers, Al Ramtis' Meditations,
Takashi Sekitani's Fireworks in 30,
Corkscrew Hill and Santa at Radio
City both from Kleiser-Walczak
Construction Company, a video
from Simon Bell, A Bath Plug's
Adventure (a stills program) by
Takashi Sekitani and still programs
from Jim Gasparini and Ron
Labbe.
3D videos on Sunday included
Fishing in Alaska and A Climb to the
Summit of Aconcagua (the highest

point in the Western Hemisphere)
from Thomas P. Riederer's
TreeDFilrns.com.

Workshops
3-D DOODLING. Presenter:Jim Olsen.

Using paper rectangles and carbon
paper, participants created 3-Ddoodles for Holmes cards.
MAKING "STORE BOUGHT" LOOKING
STEREO CARDS. Presenter: Georgette

Freeman. Using a slide presentation
and a live demonstration, renowned
contemporary stereo card maker
Georgette Freeman showed how she
makes her distinctive cards, as well as
giving pointers on her view of stereo
card aesthetics.
DIGITAL MICRO/MACRO 3-D. Presenter:
John Hart. Methodology and examples of making stereo pairs by digital
processing and optical sectioning.

Renownedstereographer David Lee goes over control of image density in his well attended
Riverside workshop "Using Photoshop to Make Stereo Images".

................................................................................................................
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window; choosing a printer and maxidzing its output.

NSA 2002 Stereo Theater Progra
hy Mitiltcll Walker
h ~ syear I was presented w
runnlng the Stereo Theate
be an easy job, unt~la last
ended upon my con

nted. There were several pro
ared ~nstereo, w ~ t hthe NSA

onvention In
roup of ~nd~v~dual$
I

pull this program off.
with Lawrence Kaufman an
task became less and less d
help4 out with the set-up
programs, and I think
Gary Greenspoon, Merrill
en, Cecil A* Stone, Ron La
ing this year's NSA Stereo Theater a success.
The NSA
Theate
selection of programs from across the country. Members

R~vers~dc,

V h C presented by Ron Labbe
ng and shooting life of longtime master,
Paul himself. It was put together in
his favorite images from his outstandthousands. Tissues, hyperst pseudos
and color stereos that were shot by Paul in 1940, were all

L. lamesA Close-uptour of Calind exotic sea species of the CaliBarbara Channel. It included lobs, rock fish, and other creatures. Many

................

An ekrted ShcMon Anmowitr gives
NSA President Mary Ann Sell a
smooch after receiving (with fellow
stereog~pherjohn Zelenka) the Lou
Smaus Award for best Stereo World
article on modern stereoscopy"Documenting 9/11 in Depth"
(SW Vol. 28 No. 4).
SEEING THE FINE ART IMAGE. Presen-

ter: Bill Lee. "The 'Fine Art' image is
elusive. It-willnot find you. It must
be looked for and seen. First however
the eye must be trained to recognize
it."
BE'ITER ANAGLYPH CREATION. Presenter: Dan Shelley. A description and
demonstration of the creation of several types of anaglyphs, included a
description of common pitfalls.

....

NU-IPrrJdmt Mmy Ann Scll pments 04Y) st?ekywith the 2002 Robert M. WaMsmith
Awurdlbr Meritorious Service. Ahmg with his inwhops covering digital and
amrgrvphic imaging, Dan has been instmmental in making possible the NSA and wrious
convention web sites.

................................................................................................................................................................
2D TO 3D CONVERSIONS SIMPLIFIED.

Presenter: Dan Shelley. Instruction
and demonstration of a simple technique to convert most any 2D image
to a stereo pair.
THE POKESCOPE IMAGE MANAGER
SOlTWARE. Presenter: Monte Ram-

stad. Demonstration of how to use
the Pokescope Image Manager Software.
RE-STITCHING A CAMERA CASE. Presenter: Bill Davis. Step by step
instructions showed how to replace
worn or split stitching on an "ever
ready" type field case.
VIEW-MASTER HISTORY-A LOOK BACK
AT THE GLORY DAYS. Presenters:

"

Mary Ann and Wolfgang Sell. A PowerPoint, non-stereo presentation of
some temfic vintage images.
MISER'S WORKSHOP-PONY

PROJECTS.

Presenter: Bill Davis. Using inexpensive Kodak Pony 135 cameras, high
quality stereo projects using the cameras were explained for people "with
a few tools and a bit of handiness."

Awards
The Saturday evening Awards
Banquet was held in the convention center's Raincross Ballroom,
where NSA President Mary Ann Sell
announced the recipients in various categories to the 225 members
gathered there.

.............................................................................................................................................................
Stereo Theater Director Mitchell Walker introduces a show during a Friday morning
session of the 2002 Stereo Theater.

1

The ZOO2 Trade Fair as seen from a
2nd floor room of the Riverside
Convention Center.

I

(Panomma by Richard Twichell)

/ I

THE ROBERT M. WALDSMITH AWARD

for Meritorious Service went to Dan
Shelley.

I

Dean Kamin, NSA Vice President of Activities, tends his busy table in the Trade Fair, where
54 exhibitors at 81 tables reported that sales were brisk and steady.

................................................................................................................................................................THE WILLIAM C. DARRAH FELLOW
AWARD for Distinguished Scholarship

Stereoscopy Went to former NSA President Brandt Rowles.

THE AWARD FOR BEST STEREO WORLD

Aronowitz and John J. Zelenka for
"Documenting 9/11 in Depth" in
Vol. 28 No. 4.
THE PAUL WING AWARD FOR BEST

and Extraordinary Knowledge of

aftermath, the recovery effort, and the closing ceremonie

era and Sheldon's full frame Ricoh. (Awarded Special RecogniORCHID AND OTHER FLORAL WONDERS

STEREO THEATER PRESENTATION

went to Robert Bloomberg for "The
Lost Temples of Angkor". Second

THE BURNING MAN FESTIVAL 2OOO-MO1 by Franklin j. Flocks. A

ate a sensory overload of surrealistic art worthy of anything
done by Salvador Dali. Burning Man attracts a number of 3-D

by JamesComstock Pro-

E TO CHARLESTON

Place went to Lynn Wyett for "Shooting Stars". Third Place went to Simon
Bell for "Classic American Cars of
Cuba".
THE BEST N E W =RE0 THEATER PRESENTER AWARD went to James Comstock for "Orchid and Other Floral
Wonders". A Special Recognition
Award went to Sheldon Aronowitz
and John J. Zelenka for "World 'kade
Center Aftermath"

Corn titive Stereoview
Exhi its

7I

Vintage Views:

,

rerent spread of the chain up and d m the west coast did provide D4VM Starkman and
Susan Pinsky with some neat hats (as well as snacks) whik behind their Tmde Fair table.

THE TEX TREADWELL AWARD FOR
BEST OVERALL EXHIBIT went to

Louise Goldstein for "Ellis Island,
Gateway to Promise".
SECOND PLACE went to David Klein
for "Benjamin Franklin Foster's
Fabyan House: The People".
THIRD PLACE went to David Klein for
"Benjamin Franklin Foster's Fabyan
House: The Place".

CM

Modern Views:
FIRST PLACE went to Larry Ferguson
for "Having Fun in the Studio".
SECOND PLACE went to Robert
Bloomberg for "Flights of Fancy".
THIRD PLACE went to Linda Thompson for "Bastanchury Days".
HONORABLE MENTIONS went to Terry
Wilson for "Chrissy" and to Dale
Walsh for Stereoscopic Landscape
Calendar."
BEST N E W EXHIBITOR AWARD went to
David Goings for "Ann Arbor
Through the Seasons".

I

I

Dmwing a constant crowd to one end of Ion Cdden's 3 0 Concepts table was the new
lighted Stereo OPTICARD viewer with its lOOmm c~hmmatlenses that magnify every detail
(and every flow) of classic stereoviews. Designer john Dukes, right, explains features of the
high-end scope to potential buyers. (See SW Vol. 28 No. 6, page 6.)

Martin Cardner. It was an unusual presentation of images createdbvGawGnens~oon.

The magnificent architecture and exquisite sculpture of its

1

I

temples illustrate the myths, rdigions and history of this
remaculture. After wars of terror under the Khmer

I

Kodachrome film and blue flash bulbs. Bob Cummings, Danny
Thomas (on the set of his 50's TV show Make Room for Daddy)'
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systems using lenticular screens or
barrier strips, or for interlaced
sequential viewing or anaglyphic
images. For more on the variety of
services offered by DDD, visit:
www.ddd.com.

3-D Dive In Pool Party

Road work cones and plastic mesh fencing define what served as the lobby of the Holiday
Inn during the surpnie r e d i n g project that greeted NSA members arriving for the
convention. Down the hall behind the single lobby chair at left is the "main entrance",
e
a fonner fire exit at the side of the building. (~igitolstereo by ~ i k k-smbtwck)

................................................................................................................................................................
display system is combined with
Keynote
In a room on the second floor of
the convention center near the
competitive stereoview exhibits, an
autostereoscopicvideo demonstration ran continuously for all who
wanted to step in and see it. The
MDef 3-D TV System is a product
of Dynamic Digital Depth, Inc.
(DDD) and provides easy viewing
of sharp images that range in
depth from subtle to pronounced.
In his Awards Banquet keynote
speech, "Bringing 3-D to the Mainstream", DDD president and CEO
Chris Yewdall explained how that

"

advances in 3-D content creation
and marketing to move 3-D into
mainstream entertainment. His
presentation included 3-D digital
projection (using glasses) of 3-D
conversions done by DDD from
2-D videos, films and digital files.
Using a minimum of technical
jargon, Yewdall went through the
process DDD uses in creating
"depth maps" from either 2-D or
3-D images to create digital files for
use in either flat or 3-D display systems. Transferred to a DVD, the
files can be run in autostereoscopic

plays, aerial &npectiv&s, behind-the-scenesof Hollywood feat u k films a d television productions, provocative female nudes
in spectacular natural settings, and architectural studies in
both color and stark black & white. A very spectacular program.
CLASSIC AMERICAN CARS OF CUBA by Simon Bell. Photos of the

Classic American Cars of Cuba co-

The only official event of the
convention actually scheduled at
the Holiday Inn was a "dive-in"
3-D movie party, inspired by the
success of the playful pool projections at NSA Y2K in Mesa. But even
in an area unaffected by construction, the hotel's jinx seemed to
manifest itself in the form of missing equipment that meant only
the well worn 1941 anaglyphic
short Third Dimension Murder could
be shown-several times. A bar set
up at the pool's edge and free
drink coupons handed out by the
hotel (peihaps to diminish any
likelihood of the world's first stereo
siege) helped many of us keep
things in perspective, if not in perfect focus or fusion.

Hotel Adventures
The Holiday Inn's remodeling
project came as an unpleasant surprise to both convention organizers and attendees. Entering
through the parking lot or a side
emergency exit, guests discovered
that the lobby consisted of an
intersection of two hallways where
a registration desk had been set up
on two folding tables. Among

10:00 pm followina the S~otliaht
Auction.)
1998 VIEW-MASTER INTERNATIONAL SEQUENCE EXHlBillON PR-

sented by Mitch Walker and the Stereo Club of Southern Califomia. A repeat presentation of the View-Master sequence
exhibition from 1998. The late Bill Duggan said this was the
best View-Master program
he had ever seen.
EARS OF BURNING MAN by JamesComstock. A fake anthropological study of "Black Rock" city, its inhabitants, its art and
contained customs never before seen by the outside
RWORKS by Dale Walsh used panoramic med
at slides to show images of water, ships, boats, lakes,
and other interesting sites. The images were projected ten feet

other problems encountered, the
air conditioning failed in some
guest rooms although it worked
well in others. The lack of any real
lobby made it hard to meet other
members except in the adjacent
bar or restaurant, so to some
extent the lobby of the nearby
convention center served that purpose. (The holiday Inn restaurant
did provide reasonably priced dinners at hours when the eateries
along the Main Street Mall had
closed.)
There would have been a certain
heroic aura to the hotel's efforts to
persevere through all of it, had the
disruption been due to some natural or man-made disaster. But the
mess was all Holiday Inn's own
unannounced doing, and the staff
had clearly lost patience with the
continuing turmoil and inevitable
guest complaints. By Saturday, the
management had offered all NSA
members a 10% discount on their
room charges and had given out so
many free drink coupons that the
hotel's tiny bar actually ran out of
the house wine.
Just two blocks down the Main
Street Mall, the official overflow
hotel (with rooms at $14.00 more
a night) was literally a world apart.
The historic Mission Inn proved to
be an oasis for many members
whether they were staying there or
not. Not ever a mission, and far
grander than the name "inn"

Mission Inn hotelprovided many members a different world of accommodation from the
dysfvnctionalconstruction zone of the Holiday Inn. This view shows just one section of the
maze of courtyards, balconies, halls, towers and stairways to be explored.

would suggest, the hotel offers
organized tours of its sprawling
maze of courtyards, balconies,
halls, towers and stairways. It has
its own museum full of artifacts
illustrating its complex history
from 1876 through its 1980s-90s
restoration.
Whole wings, sections, floors
galleries and other features have
been added over the years representing a variety of imitative styles
andlor romantic whims. The
impression, wandering through
arches, stairways and balconies
with increasingly unlikely (and
sometimes non-existent) connec-

tions as you work your way to the
upper levels, is that the place must
have been designed by the architectural firm of Disney, Escher and
Seuss.

Thanks to:
Lawrence Kaufman,
NSA 2002 Riverside Chairman.
Mike Aversa,
NSA 2002 Riverside Co-Chairman.
Quentin & Ellen Burke,
NSA 2002 Riverside Registrars/neasurers.
Charley Van Pelt,
NSA 2002 Riverside Trade Fair Manager.
Mitchell Walker,
NSA 2002 Riverside Stereo Theater
Director.
'

high and 24 feet wide using twin Hasselblad projectors with LaFAby
Norm Henkeb of San Diego, C a l i i a . He also featured
polarizers. The showing of this program was made possible by
some of Lew Miller's legendary butterfly close-ups which we
the generous donation of Martha McCann, a member of t h k
done in the early 50s with daylight Kodachrome. blue
Cordova Camera Club of Sacramento, ~alMornia.$~'~$~;;~$l photoflaods and a slide bar.
CALIFORNIA DREAMIN by Christopher Olson. A number of

images and icons of California photographed by Mr. Olson
accompanied by the music of the California lifestyle.
DREAM SERIES 7 AND 8 by Lynn Butler. Surrealistic and manipu-

lated images of horses' dreams and those of their owners.

motion picture industry, 2) his true passion of shooting astronomical subjects in stereo, and 3) the 2001 Leonid meteors in
3-0. (Second Place winner in Stereo Theater voting.)

In addition, we had other significant presentations.

MEETING OF THE MINDS by Phyllis Maslin presents an interplan-

matter manipulated into fotms with music created
perimentalcProjectat the Muiic Museum in Seattle. ,
usical inter$ieta"$onof wht,t$& voices of the aliens*i'
li~&~i$:a"f~~~anjed~~b;~aslin
whi~hi~&yi
'r;ima~
"~d~tlkwQusevm!d$ neWb" arch:&
*A;
&

tograpk~~1d&~%sfiw*@~aa2&~&&

ABOUT THE BIRDS AND THE BEES

presented by Norm Henkels. A stereo spectacular of macros
and ultra close-ups of flowers, insects, etc. all photographed
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Tony Alderson,
NSA 2002 Riverside (and 1986) Logo
Creation.
Jon Golden,
RBT mounts for Welcome to Riverside
show and Stereo Theater assistance and
advise.
Gary Schacker,
Welcome To Riverside photography.
The UCWCalifomia Museum of Photography and Steve Thomas, UCWCMP's Curator of Collections.
John Jerit and American Paper Optics,
for continued generous support to NSA.
Dynamic Digital Depth Inc, Australia,
DM1020 SVideo Demultiplexer loan for
Electronic Stereo Theater.
Kleiser-Walczak Construction Company,
for supplying copies of Corkscrew Hill
and Santa at Radio City. 0.

I
.

NEXT YEAR: N U 2003 will be at the Embassy Suites Hotel in North Charleston, South Carolina. Contact Bill Mdl for more infwmotion or questions: w h m d M . c o m or visit the NSA

2003 web site at: http://shuphes.orp/nwZOOi .
................................................................................................................................................................
Steve Berezin,
NSA 2002 Riverside Webmaster.
Philip Steinman,
NSA 2002 Riverside Workshop Director.
Ron Labbe,
NSA 2002 Riverside Electronic Stereo Theater Director and generous supported
supplier.

Explore
the world
of
3-D Imaging,
Past & Present,
n

in

Mary Ann Sell,
NSA President for constant
communication, helpful advise and
continued support.
L i & David Thompson,
for hosting planning meetings and NSA
View Competition Directors.
Dave Wheeler,
NSA 2002 RiversidemSA Spotlight
Auction Director.

Publiccltion Bind-Ins
Dimct Mall 3D Postcllrds
Secret Reveal Decoders
Hand Holds
*Polrvbed
Pulfri~h
Provkwm 30 G l a u c ~
Fireworks Glasses
Eclipse Shadesn
-.

PRING!
IMAGE
)nl>liht la

Only $26a year
from

NATIONAL

~ScoPt-

RO. Box 86708
Portland, OR 97286

Custom Printing
Custom Die Shapes
3D Photo raphy
3D Artwo
3 0 Conversions

R

-Freesnlnpiasent~~-

Rainbow Symphony, Inc.

6860 Canby Ave. H20, Reseda, CA 91335
aooala~m6-m&#00 kr:mb-7wwa
www.rninbom,ymphony.com
3dglasiaeaOrainbwqmphonycom

The University of
California Riverside/
Calzfornia Museum
of Photography
by Lawrence Kaufrnan

F

ounded in 1973, the UCRICalifornia Museum of Photography
(UCRICMP) has promoted photography, related imaging technologies and the apparatuses that
support these visual forms for
almost three decades. UCR/CMP1s
permanent collections include the
Keystone-Mast archive of over
350,000 stereoscopic prints and
negatives dating from 1870 to
1940, the Bingham Technology
Collection of 10,000 cameras and
viewing devices, many prototype
cameras that were donated by the
late Seton Rochwite and the University Print Collection, which features work by well-known artists
such as Ansel Adams, Walker
Evans, Barbara Morgan and
Edward Weston. Many items from
these collections and archives can

be seen in the museum's mainlevel Permanent Collections
Gallery daily (see SW Vo1.9 No.2,
pg. 20-23).

Crossing A Sea of Time
I have learned a lot about the
museum's collections and examined quite a bit of their vast holdings over the past five years during
visits and outings with the Stereo
Club of Southern California (SCSC).
I was fortunate enough to also be
able to attend a Museum fund raiser prior to the SCSC visits. The
UCRICMP held what they called
their "Fabulous 3-D Fundraiser" on
Monday, July 1st 1996. The reason
for the get-together was the west
coast premier of the large format
(LF) film "Across the Sea of Time"
(1995). The film that Sheldon

Aronowitz recently called "The
best 3-D IMAX movie produced to
date-the standard.. .by which all
other should be judged (and nothing has even come close)". I feel
that the UCRICMP, by supplying
copies of the Keystone-Mast
images used in this film, helped
make this film the landmark that it
is.
Jonathan Green, the director of
the UCRICMP talked at length
about the museum. He thanked all
the people responsible for helping
make the film possible. Seeing the
Keystone-Mast stereo photographs
on the six story high screen is an
awesome visual experience! The
vintage photographs certainly
heighten our sense of what it
would be like to be thrust into the
midst of turn of the 20th century

,
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The UCR/Cal~forn~a
Museum of Photography as seen from Rrversrde's M a ~ nStreet
pedestnan mall. Stereo
by Lawrence Kaufman.
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Third floor of the CMC
looking through the
staircase to the Digital
Studio with glasses for
viewing the KeystoneMast anaglyphs in the
foreground. (stereo by
Lawrence Kaufman.)

Ncw York. I wish the stereo views
had been on the screen a little
longer. I found myself trying to
examine every section of the 80 x
100 foot screen. There was so
much to look at. The screen was
filled with vivid definition. When
they faded from old to present day,
I wished that I could reverse the
film and compare them closer. The
UCRICMP has about 1,000 New
York views in their collection. Of
the 100 used about half had never
published. The Museum's contract
took a year and a half and thirteen
rewrites, the museum received a
flat fee for every second of screen
time plus payment for the use of
the their name.

CA vs PA
After the screening about half of
the audience joined at Bertlini's
Authentic Trattoria where
Jonathan Green told the amazing
story behind how the KeystoneMast collection made its home in a
California museum. Sacramento
businessman and NSA member
Mead Kibbey had long been fascinated with the probable existence
of the Keystone-Mast collection.
He mentioned it on a camping trip
with other corporate executives.
Incredibly, one of them had once
owned the collection and sold it.
Kibbey spent months tracking
down and finding 350,000 negatives and prints in an old schoolhouse. The Keystone View Company had purchased the old
Meadville High School building in
1929 and moved their factory and
offices there in 1930.
Kibbey was able to enlighten the
Mast family of Davenport, Iowa
that a donation of the collection
to UCRICMP would be more financially advantageous to them (they
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had the collection up for sale for a
fraction of its appraised value).
Kibbey also managed to fend off
an attempt by the University of
Pennsylvania to acquire it. In fact
the Governor of Pennsylvania
tried, with a literal twelfth hour
decree, to make the collection a
national treasure so it couldn't be
taken out of their state. Fortunately for the Museum it didn't work
and they were able to get the 27
tons of glass negatives loaded from
the vault of Keystone's old headquarters in Meadville, Pennsylvania and trucked across the State
line. In recent years, we have
become aware of other items from
the Keystone View Company that
have been acquired by third generation former Keystone employees
brothers Eric and Lance Johnson.
Thousands of additional Keystone
views, glass slides, stereoscopes,
related equipment and documents
that for many years were thought
by collectors to have been
destroyed will soon be found in
the Johnson-Shaw Stereoscopic
Museum set to open in Spring
2002 in Meadville, Pennsylvania.
(213 Wood St., Meadville, PA
16335, www.iohnsonshawmuseum

m.)

NSA 1986
On April 23, 1985 Stereo Realist
camera inventor Seton Rochwite
and his wife Isabella donated to
the UCRICMP their collection of
prototype photographica that
Seton had created since the 1930s
(see SW Vo1.12, No.3, pg.24-25). In
1986 many NSA members were
able to check out the museum
when the UCRICMP hosted the NSA
convention. A recent topic of
copyright on the Photo-3d Interest
discussion list lead NSA Board

Chairman K i l l C. Walton to recollect how the UCRICMP
"...is very protective of [their] images.
I recall the happiness of all the collectors
who attended the 1986 NSA Riverside
Convention because they thought they
could more or less "run wild" in the collection and have copies made of all those
images that they had been wanting for
so long. But when the first copies were
made they each had a big stamp across
one image that read (more or less)
"From the Keystone Mast Collection
UCR". This stamp sort of destroyed the
stereo effect and a large howl was heard
throughout the area. It took the personal
intervention of then NSA President Tex
Treadwell to convince the curators that
the collectors were just that and weren't
interested in further reproduction of
these images, and it would certainly
make the images more interesting to
view without the UCR stamp. So a "major
riot" was prevented and I think most
folks went away satisfied".

Keystone-Mast Online
In recent years, in addition to
making copies from the KeystoneMast Collection available for sale,
UCRICMP has been busy putting
the images on their webiite, where
they can be viewed for free. Its
350,000 items offer an encyclopedic view of world history and cultural diversity. Up to now, access
remained a manual process of
physically examining the company's original file prints and deteriorating ledgers. In 1998, the National Endowment for the Humanities,
division of Preservation and Access
funded the museum's first largescale Keystone-Mast cataloging
project. This project is known as
the "Stereographs of the Americas"
(SOA). SOA is a detailed illustrated
record, documenting the sites,
events, and cultures of the Western
Hemisphere. The two-year project
produced approximately 18,000

digitized images and 24,000
searchable data records.
These entries are just the beginning. A second wave is currently
gaining momentum. UCRICMP
inaugurated its IMLSIMuseums and
Online Archives project entitled
"Special Topics" on January 1st of
2000. This project will produce
thousands of world-views by stereographers such as George Lewis, F.
White, Harry L. Sanders, J. C.
Sawders, B. L. Singley and other
unique stereoscopic views. These
special files will include "Prominent People" and "Indians." The
museum's long-range goal is to
continue forging a comprehensive
online illustrated catalog, wave
after wave, until all of the Keystone-Mast Collection is completely accessible. Currently available is
what can be considered a prototype version of its Keystone-Mast
visual catalog. The test version is
only 129 entries, with the remaining 18,000 entries waiting in the
wings. Check out the on-line catalog at: http://photo.ucr.edu/kmast.

The CMP Now
Since the Keystone-Mast acquisition, Mead Kibbey has made many
generous personal gifts to the
museum, including one of the
world's most complete collections
of Zeiss-Ikon photographic equipment. In 1987, he was responsible
for bringing the availability of the
Ansel Adams murals to the university's attention. These were later
gifts to the museum from Wells
Fargo Bank of Sacramento. Kibbey
paid for the removal of the murals
from bank premises, not an
insignificant proposition considering that the three pictures take up
nearly 400 square feet of space and
weigh more than half a ton.
From the very beginning space
at the museum was limited.
UCRICMP was first located in the
campus Humanities building, it
later was moved to Watkins House,
making the images exceedingly
hard to access. In 1987, after years
of fund raising and planning, the
museum found a new home; the
23,000 square foot, $2.5 million
three-storied former Kress dime
store on Riverside's popular Main
Street pedestrian mall (see S W
Vo1.13 No.5, pg.23 & 37). The
move, which had been planned for
the fall of 1987, finally happened

museum's long-standing digital
in 1990, helping make one of
media literacy programs including
Riverside's best-kept secrets public.
Digital First Sundays, a fall through
For the past five years, the Stereo
spring series of free, family orientClub of Southern California has
taken an annual group outing to
ed workshops on digital culture,
and Digital Wizards, the museum's
the museum, where Steven
after school youth intern program.
Thomas, the current Curator of
Collections, has graciously been
Across from the museum's
our host.
admissions desk is the Jordan &
Taylor iMac Internet Gallery. Here
I find one of the highlights of a
visitors can experience UCR/CMP1s
visit to the UCRICMP is the buildambitious and well received online
ing itself. Renovated by architect
Stanley Saitowitz, this one-time
museum on the World Wide Web,
dime store now portrays a machine
http://www.cmp.ucr.edu, as well as
in the service of art. Saitowitz's
"visit" the collections of other
museums from around the world,
design treats the building as a
such as the Louvre Museum in
metaphor of the camera. Such
things as the museum's third-floor,
Paris. Printed instructions and
walk-in camera obscura, dark rubmuseum staff help newcomers
learn how to "surf the net." regisber floors, gray-scale walls, and
exposed air ducts produce an envitering over 5 million hits monthly
ronment in which the people
and linked to over 2,300 other
inside may be seen
sites on the Web,
here visitors from
as the camera's film,
over 100 countries
absorbing light and
Renovated
information,
of the world have
becoming vehicles
by architect
viewed the museum's online exhibifor transmission of
the museum exoeri- jtanjey Saitowitz, tions, education
ence. UCR is now
this one-time
and io~~ections
proattempting to negojects and original
dime store now
works of digital art.
tiate to acquire the
building next to the
A special highlight
portrays a
museum, which will
of the web site is a
more than double
machine in the
collections page
the museum's curdevoted
to 3-D
service of art.
rent space.
anaglyphs and digiIn 1996 a new
Suit0witz 's
tally scanned stereo
addition joined the
design treats
vie" from the
sidewalk in front of
museum's Keythe museum, a
the buildina
as
s t o n e - ~ a s~t o l l e c J
tion. 3-D glasses are
cloud fountain. The
fountain, a streeta
of
provided by the
level mist-maker
the camera.
museum for use in
replaced a broken
the Internet Gallery
and can be ordered
down pool and
by mail from the Museum Store.
fountain. The Museum was still
In addition to the museum's perwaiting for funding of a computer
manent gallery installation, which
interface to allow visitors inside
surveys the social and artistic uses
UCRICMP to adjust the color and
of photography and the history of
intensity of the fountain lights,
the camera, UCRICMP also presents
when the cloud was turned off due
to litigation. After a couple years,
changing exhibitions that address
visual culture as fine art, social
the cloud fountain has been
turned back on to the pleasure of
commentary and history. Ranging
both adults and children.
from issue oriented exhibitions
In the fall of 1999, UCRICMP
such as In Our Sights: Artists Look at
Guns to Ex/Changing Families: Two
opened Digital Studio, the museStories of Adoption to history and
um's new community imagining
and technology center. Here chilshows such as Forgotten Marriage:
dren and adults alike explore and
The Painted Tintype and Decorative
Frame, 1860-1910 and Ocean View:
use the tools that support computer-based creative expression. DigiThe Depiction of Southern California
Coastal Lifestyle, single artist shows
tal Studio is the new home for the
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UCRICMP Curator of
Collections Steve
Thomas, right, answers
questions about the
Keystone-Mast Collection from NSA 2002
convention attendees.
Roundtable discussions
in the Collections room
and museum tours for
several groups of about
a dozen each continued Sunday afternoon
until well after closing
time.
(Stereo by john Dennis)

such as Douglas McCullohfs

Clinnce Encorinters: The LA Project
and Deborah Lefkowitz's Choreo,prap l ~ yfor Six Unending Seconds,
UCR/CMP1schanging exhibitions
empower audiences with an understanding of how photography and
related media have played a critical
role in shaping both their culture
and their daily lives. The museum's exhibitions page maintains
an online archive of past exhibitions.
The museum's exhibitions
change quarterly. Current exhibition information can be found on
the UCR/CMP web site or visitors
my call the museum's 24-hour
information line (909) 784-FOTO.
The museum's quarterly newsletter,
FotoText is an award-winning publication that features extended discussions of the museum's exhibitions and programs by scholars in
the arts and humanities. UCRICMP
often times helps supply stereo
images for other museum shows.
One such exhibit was Inventing the
Solrtliwest which was showcased at
the Gene Autry Museum of Western Heritage. This exhibit had 32
stereo cards on display, most of
which were fabulous. Unfortunately, as many as ten of the cards
appeared to be pseudo. A couple of
images also had extreme retinal
rivalry, apparently due to the negatives starting to deteriorate.
UCR/CMP1sMuseum Store features a fine selection of books and
periodicals for learning about photography and related visual technologies. Whether your interest is
in photography as a fine art, the
history of the camera or tips on
archiving photographic images,
you'll find what you're looking for
at the Museum Store. The store
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also carries posters, greeting cards,
educational toys, and special gift
items. Many items in the store are
often 3-D related. A recent addition is the limited edition ViewMaster reel produced by the Stereo
Club of Southern California entitled George Lewis: Keystone's Last
Stereo~rapher.The seven images on
the reel were provided by the
UCRICMP in exchange for a number of the reels to sell in the Museum store (see S W Vo1.27 No.1,
pg.31). The reel is based on an article of the same title that was the
cover story of Stereo World Vol. 20,
No.5.
UCR/California Museum of Photography is located at 3824 Main
Street, on the Pedestrian Mall in
downtown Riverside, California.
Regular Gallery and Museum Store
hours are Tuesday through Sunday,
1lam-5pm. On Wednesdays, during the downtown Riverside Street
Festival season (April through
October) the museum is open until
8pm. The museum is closed Mondays. Admission is free to all. Children 12 and under must be accompanied by an adult. For more information about UCRICMP, call their
24-hour info line (909) 784-FOTO
or visit http://www.cmp.ucr.edu.

UCRICMP Receives "Save

America's Treasures" Grant

Those who visited the UCRICMP
during the NSA 2002 Riverside convention heard about the UCRICMP
Collections room more than doubling in size when the UCR takes
over the adjacent building. The
Rouse Building on the south side
of the UCRICMP was purchased by
UCR and the city of Riverside for
renovation into the UCR Barbara
and Art Culver Center for the arts.

The UCRICMP will receive a
$500,000 grant to protect and preserve the Keystone-Mast Stereographic Collection.
On September 25th the President's Committee on the Arts and
the Humanities (PCAH), National
Park Service (NPS), National
Endowment for the Arts (NEA),
National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH), and Institute of
Museum and Library Services
(IMLS) jointly announced the
awarding of $15,600,000 in Save
America's Treasures (SAT) grants to
help preserve and protect our
nation's irreplaceable cultural heritage. Through the Congressionally-appropriated Historic Preservation Fund's SAT program, 80 projects in 36 states, the District of
Columbia and Puerto Rico will
receive funding for critically needed repairs and restoration efforts
for some of the nation's most
threatened historic places,
archives, and artifacts.
UCRICMP houses the KeystoneMast collection of 250,000 glassplate negatives and related prints
totaling over 350,000 items. While
UCRICMP has carefully maintained
the collection, made it widely
accessible, and has begun to catalog and digitize its images, in its
current storage units it remains
vulnerable to great damage as it
sits at the center of three of the
most active earthquake faults in
America. This grant will provide a
state-of-the-art seismic isolation
and storage system in the museum's extension into the new collection space in the Culver Center.
For more information see the
UCRICMP website:
htt~://www.cm~.ucr.edu/.
me

PRECISION FOLDING STEREO VIEWER
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For all standard
Reallst 3D stereo sl~des. NEW
Glass or cardboard
mounted Folds flat,
LARGE
we~ghsonly 1 oz
Prepa~dmlnlmum order
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Accessories for Stereo Realist, Supplies for Stereo Photograp1t.v

..

Self-Timers, Adapters, Lens Caps
Mounts, Viewers, and much more!

'4

19th and
Early 20th
Century
Stereoviews
For Sale
Over 3,500
all illustrated, graded
& priced,(including glass
views), work by Redford,
England, Sedgfield etc.
Especially strong on UK
and European views.

r WWW
Cameras/Equipmcnt

1 1 .
I l l

I

I

.

I

Rapid-Rckvinder

PO 130s 100
SAVAGI<, MN 55378

sales@representatives.com

Lcns Shadcs

I

Only online at:

Realist Level

3-D Catalog
O Supplies for Stereographers
0 3-D slide viewers

www.worldofstereoviews.com

Explore
the World
of

3-D Imaging,
Past & Present,
in

0 Print stereoscopes

O

3-D slide mounts
0 3-D slide mounting supplies
0 Books about 3-D & in 3-D

I

V i s i t o u r World Wide Web Catalog at
www.stereoscopy.com/reel3d

Reel 3 - 0 Enterprises, Inc.
P.O. Box 2368
Cuiver City, CA 9023 1 USA

Telephone: + l (3 10) 837-2368
Fax: +I (310) 558-1653
e-mail: reel3d~aol.com
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Only

$26a year
from

NATIONAL
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THE SOCIETY

News from the
Stereoscopic Society of America
Ray Zone

SSA International Stereocard
Exhibition
he results are in on the SSA
2002 International Stereocard
Exhibition. Bill Walton served
as Chairman with Jack Cavender as
Co-Chair. The Judges were: Diane
Rulien, Phyllis Maslin, and Shab
Levy with Norm Henkels serving as
alternate.
After showing at the NSA 2002
Convention, the entire SSA Exhibition was seen at the Creative Exposures Camera Club in Columbus,
Georgia on August 20 and the
Columbus Artists Guild on August
22. Thanks to all who participated,
the judges, Jack Cavender and
especially Bill Walton, tireless
champion of the venerable stereocard medium. Here are the award
winners:
Rest of Show PSA Gold Medal
Valeria Sardy
"Special Lighting"
The Yellowfoot Award for Best SSA
Member
Ernie Rairdin
"Yosemite Park, El Capitan"
Rest Novice Award
Eugene Mitofsky
"Beautiful Music"
The Keystone Award for Rest Portrait
Dr Louis F Romain
"Maestoso"
The Ray Rohman Award for Best
Scenic
Ron Fredrickson
"Frozen Beauty"
The Infinity Award for Rest Hyper
Ronald J Leonard
"Harbor at Sydney"
Rest Monochrome Award
Bill C Walton
"Organ Grinder"
The David Hutchison Award for best
depiction of richness in a n urban
setting
Rolf-Joachim Skolaster
"Site Ardente"
Rest Humor Award
Ernie Rairdin
"Wow, that's me"
The Frank Lloyd Wright Award for
Rest Architecture
Jack E Cavender
"University of VA #4"
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Best Presentation Award
Dale Walsh
"Sunset, Sand Banks Provincial Park"
Judge's Choice
Ron Fredrickson
"Golden Kettle"
Judge's Choice
Anil Agashe
"Ducked"
Judge's Choice
Boris Starosta
"Spinning Away"

The accepted Stereo Cards of the
SSA International Stereocard Exhibition also received two informal
judgings during their two showings in Columbus GA. This seems
to create more interest than just
displaying the cards. Ribbons,
which are not for use as PSA equivalents, are awarded. The cards
which were awarded Ribbons this
year were:
Creative Exposures Camera Club,
August 20,2002
1st Place: "Photographer on the South
Rim" by Ernie Rairdin
2d place: "The Tubadon"
by Richard M Twichell
3rd Place: "Libelle"
by Klaus Kemper
Columbus Artists Guild,
August 22,2002
1st Place: "Japanese Garden, UBC"
by Dale Walsh
2d Place: "Site Ardente"
by Rolf-Joachim Skolaster
3rd Place: "Sunflower Petals"
by Carole Honigsfeld..

All cards and the remaining
awards were mailed on August 24,
2002. The Catalogues were mailed
out on September 26, 2002.

Awards Plaques for Distinctive Service
At the Annual SSA Friday Night
Supper held on July 12 at the NSA
2002 Convention, Awards Plaques
were presented to three very
important members of the SSA.
Shab Levy was presented with an
etched plaque in recognition of his
outstanding service as Membership
Secretary. Bill Walton was commended for his service in originating and running the Speedy Folios
for 23 years. And, not least, Nor-

man 'Bill' Patterson was recognized
for his efforts for 22 years serving
in the capacity of General Secretary for the SSA. As stereographers,
all of us are very fortunate to have
these gentlemen in our midst as
we practice the art and science of
the three-dimensional image.

Jack Cavender Made an SSA
Life Member
By a vote of the Officers and a
quorum of Circuit Secretaries, long
time member Jack Cavender has
been made a Life Member of the
SSA. Jack joined the Society in
1979 and has been its Corresponding Secretary since 1984.
Currently his duties involve conduction of elections when the situation calls for it. During his first
eight years, Jack inducted over 100
new members into the Society
while dealing with five times that
number of inquiries prior to the
creation of the office of Membership Secretary in 1992. Congratulations, Jack!

Treasurer's Report
At the Annual Meeting of the
SSA held July 14 at the 2002 NSA
Convention, John Raker, SSA Trea-

surer, delivered a report that we
currently have 143 paid up members and 7 life members. A list of
lapsed members will be supplied to
the folio Circuit Secretaries. John

T"

e Stereoscopic Society of America is a
group of currently active stereo photographers who circulate their work by means of
postal folios. Both print and tronsparency formots are used, and several groups are operating folio circuits to met the needs in each
format. When a folio arrives, a member views
and makes comments on each of the entries
of the other participants. His or her own
view, which has traveled the circuit and has
been examined and commented upon by the
other members, is removed and replaced with
a new entry The folio then continues its endless travels around the circuit. Many long distance friendships have formed omong the
participants in this manner over the years.
Stereo photographers who may be interested in Society membership should write to the
Membership Secretaw Paul Talbot, 6203
Avery Island Ave., Austin, TX 78727.
(5 12) 257-3056

recommends continuation of $10
per year dues. There are 33 SSA
2000 Membership Yearbooks still
for sale at $10.00 each. A new
member 0' renewal that signs UP
for $20 membership to include
2002 and 2003 will receive a COPY
free
they last. Membership
Secretary Paul Talbot has the Membership Yearbooks and can be
reached via email at: ptww@flash.net
or contacted by telephone at: (512)
219-8408.

Bob and Audrey Kruse are responsible for this charming "Stereo Doll". Audrey fashioned the doll and its clothing and Bob made the miniature stereoscope that she is
holding. This lovely stereocard has been delighting folks on the Avian Circuit for the
past few weeks.

..........................................................................................................................................................

very important SSA initiative. SO
email or write your opinions or
suggestions to your circuit secretary or Paul Talbot. The subject of
the SSA Website is now open for
general discussion.

pictures which won a prize (Best
Monochrome) in the SSA Exhibition and she put a little piece on
her website. If you want to
check it out go to:

SSA Display at NSA

Look for Flensburg in 3-D with the
picture of The Organ Grinder
under it. This paragraph has 3
things YOU can click on.
First click: Takes you to the front
page of my 3-D section on the
website. The small wedding pictures enlarge when clicked on. By
scrolling down you will find 5
'Teil'. The first four anaglyphs of
my Flensburg area stereos and the
5th is my Bio.
2nd Click: You get the anaglyph
of the Organ Grinder and when
you click on the image you get the
label.
3rd click: A copy of the entry
form for the SSA International
Exhibition".

Convention

Shah Levy, David Thompson and
Ernie Rairden were appointed as a
The SSA is looking for
committee to construct
a dedicated stereographa new portable display
er to take over for John
for exhibition of the
Baker as Treasurer. It's
Your
accepted works in the
an opportunity to be of
service in one of the
input is
SSA International Stereocard Exhibition. Shah
oldest and greatest 3-D
so'icited
has created a very
organizations in the
regarding
promising design that
world. If any one has an
will
be cost effective
the
interest in serving in
and very portable for
this vital capacity please
email me at:
C O ~ S ~ T U C many
~ ~ O
years
~ of use.
David
Thompson
is a
r3dzone(afearthlink.net
of a SSA
master craftsman and
A New SSA Website
website.
he will be building the
display in his deluxe
Your input is solicited
regarding the construcworkshop.
tion of a SSA website. One of the
FlenSburg Online
salient features could be online
Bill Walton has sent in the foltracking of folio boxes so that all
lowing report which will be of
members will know when to
interest to all SSA members. "I am
expect deliveries on their circuit.
'friends'," writes Bill, "with the
What
be On the
webwebmistress of Flensburg Online,
site? This is your opportunity to
in Flensburg Germany. I wrote her
make suggestions, volunteer or put
about one of my Flensburg 3-D
in your 2 cents on this new and

An Opport~nityFor Service

http://www.flensburg-online.de/ .
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3-D BOOKS. VIEWERS, and paraphernalia to s u ~ t
every stereoscopic whim and fancy, all at terrific
prices! For a free list, write, call or fax Cygnus
Graphic, PO Box 32461, Phoenix, AZ 850642461, tellfax (602) 279-7658.

1903 FLOOD VlEWS - Kansas C~ty,M~ssourland
Kansas, also Lawrence and Topeka, Kansas; all
publishers - Keystone, Kilburn, Underwood, Universal, and especially L.G. Kennedy (local
Kansas City photographer).

BOOK, The Siege at Port Arthul; hardback with 3D viewer. $15 Econ Air. (Cash preferred). Ron
Blum, 2 Hussey Ave., Oaklands Park SA 5046,
Australia.

A DOORS - JIM MORRISON 3D SLIDE would
make my day! I will buy ANY 3D photos or slides
of The Doors 60s rock group. I also buy most
memorabilia relating to the band. Please contact
me: Kerry Humpherys, PO Box 1441, Orem, UT
84059. kerrv@doors.com.

CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD Photographic History Museum. Stereographs of the first
transcontinental railroad are now on display at:
htto:/lCPRR.oro
COMPACT STEREO VIDEO systems. 2x2 inch
camera outputs separate or interlaced video.
Also stereo video microscope systems! Call
(978) 649-8592 or see www.stereoimaaina.com
for specs and price list.
DIGITAL STEREO PRINTS. Selections include
comedy, Kampf Im Westen, Le Stereo Nu. To see
catalog visit www.classicstereoviews.com. Call
toll free 1-877-365-7365. RJ Thorpe.
INDIAN STEREOVIEW BOOK, 56 pages, soft
cover. Info and prices on over 700 Stereoviews.
View listing for Forsyth, Haynes, Hillers, Morrow, Muybridge, O'Sullivan and Zimmerman.
Keystone 100 Indian set and much, much more.
Price $9.50, shipping $1.70. Leo Albright, 233
Redbud Dr., Paradise, CA 95969. E-mail:
usshowze@aol.com.
NEW REVISED EDITION of John Waldsmith's
"Stereo Views, An illustrated History and Price
Guide" is available signed by the author, $24.95
softbound, add $2.95 postage and handling.
(Foreign customers add an additional $1.25.)
Please note there is no hardbound of this edition. Mastercard or Visa accepted. John Waldsmith, PO Box 83, Sharon Center, OH 44274.
Website: www.YourAuctionPaae.com/Wald-

smith.
Q-VU DIE-CUT FOLDDVER MOUNTS simplify
mounting your print stereo views. Sample kit $6.
Beginner's kits with camera, Holmes viewer,
views, sample kit, mounts, film, batteries,
$79.99 up. (I-VU, Box 55, Holtville, CA 922500055.
STEREO VIEWS for sale on our website at:
www.daves-stereos.com.
E-mail:
wood@~ikeonline.netor contact us by writing to
Dave or Cyndi Wood, PO Box 838, Milford, PA
18337. Phone (570) 296-6176. Also wanted views by L. Hensel of NY and PA.
STEREOVIEW PRICE GUIDE. Only $7.00!! Great
for people buying from auctions and for collectors who want to know the latest realized auction
values. Only numbered views over $50 are listed. Doc Boehme, 1236 Oakcrest Ave. W,
Roseville, MN 55113 www.iamdoc.com.

ALL LOUIS ALMAN, Louis Alman and Company,
L. Alman: Stereoviews. CDVs. Cabinet Cards.
Photographs, etc., plus all paper from Lake
Mahopac, NY. Robert Oberlander, Sr., 3505 EastWest Highway, Chevy Chase, MD 20815-5957,
(202) 895-5702, paula obie@hotmail.com.
ALWAYS WANTED TO BUY: Early photographic
views and stereoviews of New Hampshire White
Mountain and northern N.H. regions. 1850s1890s wanted for my collection. Town views,
main streets, bridges, homes, occupational,
coaches, railroads, etc. wanted from Bartlett,
Bethlehem, Carroll, Conway, Crawford Notch,
Dixville Notch, Franconia, Franconia Notch, Glen,
Gorham, Gunthwaite, Lisbon, Littleton, North
Conway, Mt Washington, Whitefield and areas.
E-mail images to dsundman@LittletonCoin.com,
or send photocopies to David Sundman, President, Littleton Coin Company, 1309 Mt. Eustis
Rd., Littleton, NH 03561-3735.
BICYCLES AND MOTORCYCLES. Any stereoptics,
photographs, ephemera, medals, catalogs,
,memorabilia, etc. related to early cycling. Singles or collections. Generally 1860-1955. Permanent want. Loren Shields, PO Box 211, Chagrin Falls, OH 44022-0211, Phone (905- 886691 1, vlntaae-antiaue@roaers .corn.
--

BOULDER, COLORADO and vicinity stereoviews
wanted. Will pay well. Alan Ostlund. 479 Arapahoe Ave., Boulder, CO 80302, (303) 444-0645.
COLLECT, TRADE, BUY & SELL: 19th Century
images (cased, stereo, Cdv, cabinet & large
paper) Bill Lee, 8658 Galdiator Way, Sandy, UT
84094. billleetle@iuno.com Specialties: Western, Locomotives, Photographers, Indians, Mining, J. Carbutt, Expeditions, Ships, Utah and
occupational
COLORADO TRAIN STEREO VIEWS, cabinets,
CDVs, glass negatives, large views. Specialties:
Locomotives, rolling stock, roundhoiuses,
depots, train yards, water tenks, bridges, tunnels, freight and passenger trains. David S.
Digerness, 4953 Perry St., Denver, CO 80212,
(303) 455-3946.
CDRTE-SCOPE VIEWS or sets, any subject or
condition. No viewers unless with views. John
Waldsmith, 302 Granger Rd., Medina, OH
44256.

FAIRMONT. WEST VIRGINIA stereovlews and
stereoviews from elsewhere in West V~rginia.I
also buy other West Virginia photos, including
postcards, and old paper items. Tom Prall, PO
Box
155,
Weston,
WV
26452,
wvabooks@aol.com.
FAMILYIGROOUP PORTRAIT STEREOVIEWS.
Including campingloutdoor or studio work, vintage to present, porfessional or amateur, even
today's NSA members work in this category.
Michael Hevener, 1517 Roemer Blvd., Farrell, PA
16121, mhevener@trumbull.corn.
GERMANY, AUSTRIA, SWITZERLAND old flat
stereoviews in good condition wanted. Please
send scanslemails: werner.hansenQlrz.tum.de.
-

LOUIS HELLER of Yreka and Fort Jones, California. Anything! Also, any early California or western
views
wanted.
Carl
Mautz.
MUYBRIDGE VIEWS - Top prices paid. Also
Michigan and Mining - the 3Ms. Many views
available for trade. Leonard Walle, 47530 Edinborouqh Lane, Novi, MI 48374.
NEW HAMPSHIRE BANKS as seen on stereoviews
and photographs, either buildings alone, or interiors, or banks identifiable as part of street
scenes. Wanted for research project. Immediate
decision, immediate payment. Separately, desire
stereo cards relating to Wolfeboro and Lake
Winnipesaukee, New Hampshire. Dave Bowers,
PO Box 1224, Wolfeboro, NH 03894, barn_

door@bowersandrnerena.com.
-

p
-

OLYMPUS A1 L FLASHGUN, for use with XA series
cameras. Contact H. Wilman, 76 Mount Grace
Rd., Potters Bar, EN6 1QZ U.K.

A

s one of the benefits of membership, N S A
members are offered free use of classified
advertising. Members may use 100 words per
year, divided into three ads with a maximum
of 35 words per ad. Additional words or additional ads may be inserted at the rate of 204
per word. Please include payments with ads.
We connot provide billings. Ads will be placed
in the issue being assembled at the time of
their arrival unless a specific later issue is
requested.
Send all ads, with payment,
STEREO WORLD Classifieds,
561 0 SE 71st, Portland, OR
(A rate sheet for display ads is availoble from
the some address. Please send SASE.)
--..
.
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I BUY ARIZONA PHOTOGRAPHS! Stereoviews,
cabinet cards, mounted photographs, RP post
cards, albums and photographs taken before
1920. Also interested in Xeroxes of Arizona
stereographs and photos for research. Will pay
postage and copy costs. Jeremy Rowe, 2120 S.
Las Palmas Cir., Mesa, AZ 85202.

--

STEREO PHOTO TOOLS

PARK CITY. UTAH photos and stereov~ewswanted. I also collect all other Items related to Park
C~ty- stocks, tokens, paper, etc. Linda Roberts,
1088 East Rubio St., Altadena, CA 91 001.

SUDEBARS for
S L R ' ~ a c ~ e d i F
u om
rmaUnticular
Heavy Duty up to 38" Long

-

SINGLE VIEWS, or complete sets of "Longfellow's
Wayside Inn" done by D. C. Osborn, Artist, Assabet, Mass., Lawrence M. Rochette, 169 Woodland Drive. Marlborouah. MA 01752.

TWlN CAMERA MOUNTS
Horizontal-Vertical-Todn
PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY
PANO-HEAD II

STEREO REALIST 1525 Accessory Lens Kit for
Macro Stereo Camera; Realist 2066 Gold Button
Viewer; Realist 6-drawer stereo slide cabinet in
Exc.+ or better condition (must contain Realist
logo); Baja 8-drawer stereo slide cabinet with
plastic drawers marked "Versafile". Mark Willke,
200 SW 89th Ave., Portland, OR 97225. (503)
797-3458 days.

JASPER ENGINEERING
1240 A Pear Ave. Mtn. View CA 94043
WWW.STEREOSWPY.COM/JASPER
Email Jasper31baol.co-Phone
650-967-1 578

--

THE RHINE AND IT'S VlClNTY by William England
and other stereoviews of the Rhineland always
wanted. Please contact Hartmut Wettmann,
Postfach 210 729, 10507 Berlin, Germany or
email: hartmutQwettmann.de or: h t t ~ : /
/www.wettmann.de.

ARCHIVAL SLEEVES: clear 2.5-mil Polv~ro~vlene
CDV (3 318' X 4 318')
CDV POLYESTER (2-mil)
CDV PAGE 6-pocket top load
POSTCARD (3 314' X 5 314')
4' x 5'
STEREO 1U6 314 COVER (3 314' x 7')
STEREOPOLYESTER
CABINET /CONTINENTAL (4 W X 7')
#10 COVER (4 318' x 9 518')
5' x 7'
BOUDOIR (5 112' X 8 112')
8' x 10'
11' x 14'
16' x 20' New1 Improved1 Sealed1

--

VINTAGE STEREOVIEWS, photographs, postcards and historical items wanted. Collecting
Georgia, Florida, South Carolina and North Carolina. Call (912) 447-8968 or write Clifford
Burgess, 404 E. Oglethorpe Ave., Savannah, GA
31401.
WEITFLE - Stereoviews or cabinet cards. Paul L.
Weitfle Jr., 10309 Gentlewind dr., Cincinnati OH
45242, (513) 793-4815, gweitfleQaol.com.
.-

-

URGENTLY SEEKING TOPEKA. Pre- 1863 photographic images of Topeka, Kansas showing
commercial buildings are needed to document
a threatened building of national (Civil War)
significance and win support for its preservation.
Contact Eric Swegle at ebs3Qcox.net or
785-357-1242 to assist.

case of
case of
case of
case of
case of
case of
$16 or
case of
case of
caseof
caseof
caseof
case of
caseof

$8
$13
$0.50
$9
$9
$10
2-mil
$1 1
$22
$8
$7
$9
$9
$22

1000.
1000:
100:
1000:
1000:
1000:

3-mil
1000:
500:
200:
500:
200:
100:
100

$140

Russell Norton, PO Bx 1070, New Haven, CT 06504-1070
US SHIPPING (48 States) $4 per order lnstltut~onalbllllng (2001)
Connect~culorders add 6% tax on enllre total ~ncludlnqshtpplnq

WOODS HOLE, Massachusetts, and specifically
views of the Pacific Guano Works. One example
is by S. F. Adams (1880s) "Pacific Guano Works,
Woods Hole, Mass" possible #790. Please indicate condition and price. William H. Greer, Jr.,
Room 400 910 - 16th St. N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20006. (202) 659-9884.
YOU COULD HAVE told the world of your stereo
needs in this ad space! Your membership entitles you to 100 words per year, divided into three
ads with a maximum of 35 words per ad. Additional words and additional ads may be inserted
at the rate of 20Q per word. Send ads to the
National Stereoscopic Association, P.O. Box
14801, Columbus, OH 43214. A rate sheet for
display ads is available upon request. (Please
send SASE for rate sheet.)

per 100
per 100:
per page
per 100:
per 100:
per 100:
per 100:
per 100:
per 100:
per 50:
per 25:
per 25:
per 10:
per 10

Please start my one-year sul~scrition to

f

Stereo World magazine and enrol me as a
member of the National Stereoscopic Association.
-

I
I

-

-

I
I

U.S. membership mailed third class ($26).
U.S. membership mailed first class for faster delivery ($38).

I
I
I

I

-

Foreign membership mailed surface rate, and first class to Canada ($38).
-

U
Foreign membership mailed international airmail ($56).
USend a sample copy (U.S. $5.00, all other $6.50).
I

I

Please make checks payable to the National Stereoscopic Association.
Foreign members please remit in U.S. dollars with a Canadian Postal Money
order, an International Money Order, or a foreign bank draft on a U.S. bank.

city

I

Zip

State

I
I
I

National Stereoscopic Associatic
I(

PO Box 86708, Portland,

6~97286

The Only National Organization Devoted ExclusivelpTo Stereo Photography, Stereoriews, and 3-D Imaging Techniques.
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"We Got 30"
American Paper Opt~cs,Inc.,
the world's leading manufacturer of
paper 3 0 glasses, is your one-stop source
for all your all your paper 3D and stereo
viewer products. We specialize in the custom
manufacture of printed 3D glasses with the
following optics:

-

Anaglyphic (n?cUblue red/green)
Polarized (linear and circular)
Diffraction (30 Fireworks)
Eclipse (safe solar viewers)
Pulfrich (television and video)

1;

American Paper Optics is the exclusive
manufacturer of 3D glasses with
ChromaDeptW and HoloSpexTMlenses, and
our unique patented paper stereo viewers.

L

"udder) " eye-popping C,,,,, 4,mJ ' ' '
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3080 BARTLETT CORPORATE DRIVE. BARTLETT, TN 38133
FAX 901-381-1517
See us al: www.3dglasrescnllne.com

800-767-8427.901-301-1515

FINE STEREO CARD AND
AUCTIONS

yef ferenn $ferenptire
(Since 1981)

John Saddy

/

50 Foxborough Grove

London, Ontario

N6K 4A8 CANADA

Main Phone Line (519) 641-4431 Personal Fax Line (519) 641-2899

E-mail: john.saddy.3d@sympatico.ca

CONSIGNMENTS WIEI,COME FROM A N Y W H E R E ON EAIWTIHI
Take advantage of my powerful, extensive, and ever-expanding mailing list, built up through world-wide
advertising and reputation so you the consignor can benefit from excellent prices on choice material.

TERMS FOR CONSIGNMENT
EACH LOT IS CHARGED ITS INDIVIDUAL COMMISSION DEPENDING ON ITS REALIZED PRICE.

"I SPECIALIZE IN
CONSIGNMENTS;
I BUY TOO!"

If lot realizes up to $40 ................................30%
If lot realizes $41 .OO to $200.00 ..................25%
If lot realizes $201.00 to $500.00 ................20%
If lot realizes $501 .OO or more .....................15%
.

.

I

! I . . ' . .

(Etc.1 These auctions include fine
View-Master, Strong in both U.S.*.
and Belgium-made
packets,
etc. 1'11 handle any 3-D format including Tru-Vue films and
cards, Meopta reels & Realist format slides. I also handle
cameras and other equipment.
I

.

. ..*

STEREO CARDS Ranging in price from bulk lots
at 25 cents per card, to single-card lots at hundreds of
dollars per card. I also handle viewers, Richard glass
views, full-size glass views, tissues, cased images, boxed
sets, and more (from 1 8 5 0 ~to 1930s).
I
ra
'1

-

Anthony #2968
Abraham Lincoln
Sold for $1705.

Does AND CATS (sszo)
I

TRE MUNSTERS (B481)
>

'a*l

Contact me to get on my mailing list

I

Centennial
Photographlc
Go. #2025
Liberty Hand at
the Philadelphia
1876 Exhibition
Sold for $490.

Y
'

-

--1~

IIFTZlT

--mI.rob
. w

Please specify if your interest is Stereo Cards,
View-Master, or both.

